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Adaptation I – WH 003 
 

10:30 Do populations reach fitness peaks? Comparing multiple methods of calculating fitness 
Alita Burmeister* (Michigan State University) 
 
A common assumption in evolutionary biology is that populations approach fitness peaks over time. However, 
recent empirical work with the long-term evolution experiment (LTEE) challenged that assumption, projecting 
that fitness will increase indefinitely over time (Wiser et al. 2013). Because appropriate measurements are 
imperative to proper interpretation of fitness patterns, evolutionary biologists have debated which of various 
methods best measures fitness. Microbial population biologists commonly compute fitness as either the ratio 
of two competitors’ growth rates (relative fitness) or the difference between their growth rates (selection rate). 
Relative fitness is widely used in evolution experiments where the environment is held constant, such as the 
LTEE. Selection rate is commonly used if either competitor’s density declines or if fitness is assayed across 
different environments. Given the ongoing interest in fitness peaks and the best way to quantify fitness, I 
consider an argument to use selection rate in the context of the LTEE. To test whether use of selection rate 
changes the conclusion that fitness increases indefinitely, I compute selection rates for the LTEE through 
50,000 generations. I use this new dataset to compare fitness peak and indefinite fitness gain models using 
regression-based modeling and Bayesian Information Criteria. The indefinite gain model provides the better fit 
to the data, whether computed as relative fitness or selection rate. This study demonstrates that the no-peak 
model is robust to the two fitness quantification methods. 
 

10:45 Root and leaf allocation differs among four divergent Silene latifolia populations 
Grace M. Crain* (Indiana University), Laura Weingartner, Lynda Delph 
 
The flowering plant, Silene latifolia, demonstrates considerable phenotypic variation among its populations. 
With natural habitats ranging from extremely dry and harsh to very moist and mild, this is a model system for 
understanding how variable habitats drive selection and shape physical characteristics. We conducted a 
common-garden experiment between four divergent populations of S. latifolia from Portugal, Spain, Croatia, 
and the eastern United States. We predicted that the variation among environments across these populations 
would influence root and leaf allocation. We found that seedling aboveground and belowground biomass 
distribution varied between the four divergent populations.  Overall, populations that invested heavily in leaf 
growth early on invested less biomass to root growth.  Furthermore, individuals from the driest environments 
invested more energy into root growth compared to leaf growth, while individuals from moist habitats showed a 
greater investment in leaf growth compared to root growth.  This common-garden experiment suggests that 
variation in seedling biomass allocation among the populations likely has an underlying genetic component, 
and we predict that these patterns of biomass allocation are selectively advantageous in the natural 
environment. Our results provide a preliminary look into how habitat variation influences root and leaf 
allocation in differing S. latifolia populations. These findings allow us to make predictions about selective 
pressures, such as environmental conditions, that promote divergence among populations. 
 

11:00 "Good Genes" and the reliability of secondary sexual traits with oxidative stress in D. bipectinata 
Rebecca Fehn* (University of Cincinnati) 
 
Indicator models of sexual selection have been widely studied and are accepted as viable, but support for 
them remains inconsistent. One increasingly prominent area of interest is the extent to which environmental 
variation might affect the expression of good genes inherited from the most ornamented males. Studies have 
shown that females have the potential to improve their offsprings’ fitness by selecting mates that are more 
highly ornamented. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) in large quantities are highly damaging to DNA and other 
molecules in the form of oxidative stress (OS), and have been suggested to be an important factor in reducing 
sexual ornamentation and sperm quality. OS may be an important factor in the reliability of ornamentation 



size, the traits that females use to discriminate between potential mates, with a larger size indicating better 
mitigation of OS. I studied the relationship between the size of the male sex comb in Drosophila bipectinata, a 
secondary sexual trait, on adult male longevity, and reproductive fitness traits comprising female fecundity, 
egg hatch success, and competitive fertilization success, under variable oxidative stress. Males from genetic 
lines expressing higher comb counts did not produce more viable eggs, nor have a higher fertilization rate in a 
competitive setting under increasing levels of OS. However, males from these high lines expressed greater 
survivorship under increasing levels of OS.  These results suggest that sex comb size in D.bipectinata reveals 
the ability to cope with OS in terms of male longevity. 

11:15 The Role of Synchronous Dichogamy in Promoting Genetic Differentiation in Populations of 
Canella winterana in the Bahamas Archipelago and Southern Florida 
Patrick Garrett* (Miami University) 
 
Dichogamy, or the temporal separation of male and female function in a flower, is considered one of the most 
predominant floral processes that regulates pollination in angiosperms. This mechanism temporally separates 
the release of pollen from the flower from the maturation of the pollen-accepting organ of the flower. Under this 
mechanism of floral control self-pollination via animal pollinators is reduced. However, plants with multi-
flowered inflorescences are still prone to self-pollination because insect pollinators preferentially visit multiple 
flowers within an inflorescence while foraging for floral resources. Self-pollination causes inbreeding 
depression, which has long-term negative effects on plant populations, most predominant among these being 
the ability to cope with environmental change. In response to this pressure some plants have evolved a 
synchronous form of dichogamy, which in theory, effectively reduces inbreeding depression. Canella 
winterana is a tropical species of tree found commonly throughout the West Indies that has a highly 
synchronous form of dichogamy. Flowers in Canella are borne as functional females and after 24 hours all 
flowers within a plant switch in synchrony to functional male flowers. This study seeks to use Canella as a 
model for studying how synchronous dichogamy affects the movement of pollen through the environment by 
comparing the genetic structure of populations and corroborating this data with pollinator data. This will 
influence management of Canella in southern Florida, where it is state-listed as an endangered plant.  

11:30 Inferring molecular convergence from genomic data 
Gregg Thomas* (Indiana University), Matthew Hahn 
 
Convergent evolution occurs when the same trait arises independently in multiple lineages. In most cases 
such transitions are adaptive, so finding the molecular causes of convergent phenotypes offers the ability both 
to study the basis for adaptive evolution and to link phenotype and genotype, making it an exciting crucible for 
evolutionary biology. Convergent traits also lend themselves to study by comparative methods because by 
definition they are dispersed throughout a known species tree, making it possible to pinpoint convergent 
changes. Here I present results from two of the first genome-wide scans for convergence at the molecular 
level: one from marine mammals and the other from echolocating mammals. Marine mammals, such as 
walruses, manatees, and whales, are from three different orders and yet share striking phenotypic 
convergence, while the unique trait of echolocation has arisen separately in toothed whales and bats. In both 
cases we find widespread convergence not only in the species of interest, but also in species that lack 
phenotypic convergence. Our results suggest that, whereas convergent molecular evolution is relatively 
common, adaptive molecular convergence linked to phenotypic convergence is comparatively rare. 

 

Ecosystems & Global Change I – WH 004 
 

10:30 Lakes as sentinels of climate change:  Lake responses to precipitation and DOC 
Rachel M. Pilla* (Miami University), Craig E. Williamson, Jing Zhange, Robyn L. Smyth, John D. Lenters, 
Jennifer A. Brentrup, Lesley B. Knoll 
 
Lakes can serve as one of the most valuable sensors of climate change because they quickly integrate 
watershed-scale signals into their physical, chemical, and/or biological characteristics. One pronounced 
sentinel response of lakes is increases in surface water temperatures and strength of thermal stratification, 
which have been largely attributed to warming air temperatures. An initial phase of this project found that two 



small lakes in Pennsylvania have experienced surface warming, hypolimnion cooling, and strongly increased 
strength of stratification over 27 years; however, no increases in air temperature were observed over the same 
study period. These changes in thermal structure were shown to be largely related to increases in precipitation 
leading to increases in dissolved organic carbon and consequent decreases in water transparency, causing 
changes in vertical distribution of absorbed solar radiation. A second phase considers long-term temperature 
profile data from lakes around the world to better understand deepwater temperature and stratification trends 
and to assess whether lakes in some regions are particularly responsive, and whether climate teleconnections 
(e.g., ENSO) are an important driver of the thermal responses of lakes in different regions. 

10:45 Genetic evidence for the glacial refugia and postglacial migration of mountain hemlock in the 
Pacific Northwest 
Matias Fernandez* (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Feng Sheng Hu, Katy D. Heath 
 
Many plant species may be unable to migrate or adapt quickly enough to keep pace with anticipated rates of 
climate change. Climate refugia, locally suitable habitats where species persist through periods of climatic 
fluctuation, allow for pockets of diversity within a regional climate that is otherwise inhospitable. Identifying the 
presence of such refugia during the last glaciation is necessary for assessing the pattern and rate of post-
glacial plant migration in response to historical climate change. The conifer species mountain hemlock (Tsuga 
mertensiana) currently has two disjunct distributions in the Pacific Northwest: a coastal range and an interior 
range. We used genotyping-by-sequencing (RAD-Seq) to study patterns of genetic variation across the 
modern range of mountain hemlock and test for the presence of refugia. Analysis of 95 individual trees across 
19 sampling sites yielded a total of 2,254 genome-wide SNPs. Preliminary results suggest post-glacial 
expansion from at least two coastal refugia, and the presence of two distinct migration corridors between the 
coastal and interior ranges. Private alleles and genetic differentiation within the southern population also 
suggest the possibility of a southern interior refugium. These genetic data offer new insights into the history of 
mountain hemlock and helps resolve longstanding questions regarding the responses of mesic trees to past 
climate change in the Pacific Northwest.  

11:00 Home Field Advantage in Decomposition of Leaf Litter in North American Forests 
Kristine Nissel* (Kent State University), Matt Gacura, Christopher Blackwood 
 
Home Field Advantage (HFA) is a term that has been used frequently to describe the phenomenon of leaves 
degrading faster in the presence of plants of the same species (home) than they would elsewhere (away). The 
Substrate-quality Matrix-quality Interaction (SMI) hypothesis theorizes that HFA is driven by biochemical 
similarity of resources provided by leaves and the environment, resulting in decomposer taste preferences. 
Alternatively, HFA may be the result of species-specific interactions that are not captured by broad measures 
of resource availability. In addition, it is unclear whether HFA is driven primarily by the microbes on the leaves 
or the invertebrates in the soil choosing which leaves to devour. 
In this study, we tested these drivers of HFA by using leaves that are native to the test site as well as non-
native leaves from a site 720 miles away. A decomposition study was conducted with litterbags, using two 
mesh sizes. One mesh was large enough to allow all invertebrates to colonize, and the other excludes 
invertebrates >100um. Results with coarse mesh were consistent with traditional HFA patterns, but only for 
leaves native to the test site, not non-native leaves. This leads us to believe that preference by microbial 
decomposers is not the only important aspect of HFA, and invertebrates may be more important in mediating 
HFA than microbes. It also suggests that HFA is driven more by species specificity in an environment than by 
broad resource similarity of and the environment. 

11:15 Phytoplankton Traits Predict Ecosystem Function in a Global Set of Lakes 
Jacob Zwart* (University of Notre Dame), Christopher Solomon, Stuart Jones 
 
Predicting ecosystem function from environmental conditions is a central goal of ecosystem ecology. However, 
many traditional ecosystem models are tailored for specific regions or ecosystem types, requiring several 
regional models to predict the same function. Alternatively, trait-based approaches have been effectively used 
to predict community structure in both terrestrial and aquatic environments and ecosystem function in a limited 
number of terrestrial examples. Here, we test the efficacy of a trait-based model in predicting gross primary 



production (GPP) in lake ecosystems. We incorporated data from >1000 United States lakes along with 
laboratory-generated phytoplankton trait data to build a trait-based model of GPP and then validated the 
model with GPP observations from a separate set of globally distributed lakes. The trait-based model 
outperformed two ecosystem models both spatially and temporally, demonstrating the efficacy of trait-based 
models for predicting ecosystem function over a range of environmental conditions. 

11:30 Utilizing stable hydrogen isotopes to understand range shifts with the Magnolia warbler 
(Setophaga magnolia) 
Elizabeth Abraham* (Youngstown State University), Colleen McLean, Lucas DeGroote, Peter Kimosop, 
Ian Renne 
 
Stable hydrogen isotopes are useful in indicating range shifts as climate change affects species around the 
globe. In birds, each feather contains a hydrogen isotope signature that indicates the latitude at which the 
feather was grown. By analyzing the hydrogen isotopes in collected feather samples, the average breeding 
latitude can be determined. This technique might be useful on neotropical migrants, like the Magnolia warbler 
(Setophaga magnolia), that show significant local variation. The Breeding Bird Survey indicates some regions 
show increasing trends in local Magnolia warbler populations while others show negative trends. Hydrogen 
isotope analysis will generate a representation of the breeding range on larger scale that negates the local 
variation. Magnolia Warblers are an ideal study species as they also undergo a complete molt before they 
migrate south, replacing all their feathers on the breeding ground. In the spring of 2014 and fall of 2015, two 
tail feathers were pulled from Magnolia warblers as a representation of the current breeding range. Samples 
were also collected from preserved specimens at the Carnegie Museum of Natural History to provide data on 
historic breeding latitudes. Each feather sample was processed and sent to the Stable Isotope Laboratory at 
Cornell University for analysis of stable hydrogen. The data provided by the stable hydrogen isotopes was 
manipulated using GIS to create an accurate representation of the Magnolia warbler breeding range for the 
given time frames. The images created were then overlaid and analyzed for change detection.  

 

Population and Community Dynamics I – WH 100 
 

10:30 CANCELLED 

10:45 Effects of Predator Size Variation on Future Generations of Predators 
Brad Hartman* (Murray State University) 
 
Size variation is a ubiquitous, fundamental aspect of most populations that has broad implications for the 
ecology and evolution of numerous species. Recent research on size variation of top predators has promoted 
an integrated understanding of population, community, and ecosystem-level processes. Although many 
studies of size-structured interactions focus on shifts in diet as predators grow via theoretical modeling 
approaches, there is a need for empirical work, particularly in understanding how size structure, predator 
density, and cannibalism interact, the community dynamics that result from interactions between predator size 
classes, and the mechanisms that create variation in size structure. Size-structured salamander populations 
provide a model system for such empirical studies. From 32 ponds within Land Between the Lakes 
Recreational Area in Western Kentucky, physical data on each pond and its surrounding environment were 
recorded, and photographs of multiple size classes of facultative paedomorphic Mole Salamanders 
(Ambystoma talpoideum) were taken that were used to measure body size and determine developmental 
stage. We found substantial size variation of Mole salamander populations, in some cases up to a factor of 
five, but were unable to correlate this variation with estimated population density. Since size variation is often 
a result of previous community interactions and biotic and abiotic factors, a multi-year and multivariate 
analysis will be conducted, as well as experiments to ascertain the effects of cannibalistic predators on 
developing larval cohorts. 

11:00 The Extracellular Environment and Phage Life History Trade-offs 
Rachel Sullivan* (Michigan State University), Alita Burmeister, Richard Lenski 
 
As obligately semelparous organisms, lytic bacteriophages reproduce only one time before death, upon which 



tens to thousands of progeny phages break free from their host and enter the extracellular environment. Like 
many organisms with large brood sizes, phages likely have low rates of environmental survival during transit 
from host to host. However, few studies have investigated the role of environmental selection pressures on 
phage fitness, instead focusing almost exclusively on phage-host interactions. We hypothesize that the 
extracellular environment presents major challenges to phage. To determine the role of the environment on 
phage survival, we observed decay rates of phage Lambda in environments with factors likely to reduce 
stability in phage, including cellular debris and physical agitation. Our work in progress may give insight into 
how the environment affects phage fitness, and our method may be useful in future work to assess genotype-
by-environment interactions.  These interactions will be particularly interesting in the context of evolutionary 
trade-offs, where selection for increased host adsorption rate may result in increased rate of nonadaptive 
attachment to environmental debris. 

11:15 Interactions between Phage and Host Communities in Lake Michigan 
Emily Sible* (Loyola University Chicago), Catherine Putonti 
 
Despite indicators that freshwater ecosystems are home to some of the most biologically diverse microbial 
communities in the world, phage-host interactions in freshwater lakes are considerably less studied than their 
marine counterparts. Bacteriophages, or viruses that infect bacteria, and the relationship with their bacterial 
hosts, play a key role in monitoring important biogeochemical processes in Lake Michigan. Given this 
potentially vast diversity and the relative lack of knowledge about freshwater phages, studies comparing the 
presence of phage to the types of bacteria are crucial to gaining a fuller understanding of the freshwater 
community as a whole. Samples were collected from the near shore waters of Lake Michigan at four different 
beaches in Chicago throughout the summer of 2014. Using next-generation sequencing technology and 
computational techniques, we assessed the relative abundances of both viral and bacterial populations in 
order to establish a comprehensive overview of the microbial community in Lake Michigan. However, the 
complications of working with phages, the presence of prophages and other mobile genetic elements, 
suggests that one phage will not always infect one host bacteria. The results showed a large abundance of 
Pseudomonas phages, yet Pseudomonas bacteria were not always the most abundant bacteria present. The 
discrepancy implies a lack of discernment for muli-host infecting phages in the current metagenomics 
databases. This study will continue to explore the results in order to improve accuracy of phage sequence 
identification in the future. 

11:30 Mucilage and herbivore damage in Brasenia schreberi in Northern Michigan 
Emily Mydlowski* (Northern Michigan University), Michael Rotter 
 
Aquatic macrophytes are foundation species in aquatic ecosystems. Despite this, little has been studied on 
their interactions with herbivores. Brasenia schreberi has floating leaves covered in a thick, clear mucilaginous 
substance thought to reduce herbivory. This study examines the relationship between the weight of mucilage 
and herbivore damage. Leaves were randomly sampled from a lake in Marquette Co., MI. Mucilage was 
removed and weighed, leaves were measured, and photographed. ImageJ analysis was used to estimate total 
leaf area and percent of total area damaged by herbivores. One-way factoral ANOVA found significant 
differences (F = 50.91, DF = 1, p < 0.001) between mucilage content on leaves with no damage and leaves 
with damage. Leaves showed strong divergence according to relative abundances of herbivore damage on 
leaves in an NMS ordination. This divergence was between the two beetle species and the aquatic moth (2D 
solution, p=0.05, Final Stress = 8.86).  The linear regression between the mucilage content and the aquatic 
leaf beetle showed a significant relationship (p = 0.005). However, this relationship was weak (R2 = 0.065). 
Beetles may be selecting for leaves with more mucilage and thus are able to avoid competition from aquatic 
moth larvae. We conclude that the presence of mucilage plays a role in segregating herbivores and influences 
the amount of herbivory on leaves. Future studies should be conducted in which plants are grown in the 
laboratory and exposed to herbivores where insect behavior in response to mucilage could be observed.  

 

 
 



Molecular Evolution & Evolutionary Genetics – WH 101 
 

10:30 The Evolutionary History of Plant T2/S-type Ribonucleases 
Karolis Ramanauskas* (University of Illinois), Boris Igic 
 
Despite the fact that most flowering plants develop both male and female reproductive organs and have the 
potential to self-fertilize, most enforce outcrossing. Several molecular mechanisms have evolved that allow 
plants to recognize and reject their own pollen. We present data and analyses of the phylogenetic 
relationships among the female components of the most widespread system of self-incompatibility. T2/S-
Ribonucleases comprise a diverse gene family. We find that the clade involved in self-rejection is found 
exclusively in core eudicots, while other clades contain members from bryophytes and all divisions of vascular 
plants. We find that certain molecular features--intron patterns, isoelectric point, and conserved amino acid 
regions--differentiate RNases involved in self-recognition from other RNases. Finally, we use these features to 
identify putative functional or relic S-loci in genomes of plants with unknown mechanisms of SI. 

10:45 Do intraspecific and interspecific postmating reproductive barriers share common genetic 
mechanisms? 
CJ Jewell* (Indiana University), Leonie C. Moyle 
 
Two prominent postmating, prezygotic reproductive isolating barriers in angiosperms are self-incompatibility 
(SI) and unilateral incompatibility (UI). SI operates within species, such that self pollen is rejected in the style 
(female reproductive tract) to prevent self-fertilization. UI occurs between species, when pollen rejection in the 
female style occurs in only one direction of an interspecific cross. Several molecular factors are known to 
separately underlie SI and UI, but the mechanistic connection between these pollen rejection behaviors 
remains unclear. To determine the genetic basis of UI and its association with molecular loci underlying SI, we 
generated an F2 population between an SI (Solanum pennellii) and an SC (S. lycopersicum) tomato species 
and phenotyped each individual for SI and quantitative UI. Based on initial data, all F2s express UI, however 
the rapidity of the pollen rejection varies from a rapid rejection in the stigma to a more delayed rejection >50% 
down the style length. About 1/3 of F2s are SI, and these individuals show a much more rapid UI rejection, 
whereas SC individuals show a large range of rejection responses. Patterns of phenotypic segregation in our 
F2 population indicate a polygenic (3+ locus) basis for the rapidity of UI rejection, including a quantitative but 
incomplete contribution from loci underlying SI. We are currently mapping Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) for UI 
and SI behaviors to more directly assess which loci are shared between these reproductive barriers, and to 
identify additional loci contributing to pistil-side UI. 

11:00 Cause of Wave Pattern of Base Pair Substitutions Across the Escherichia coli Genome 
Brittany Niccum* (Indiana University), Patricia Foster 
 
The mutation rate and mutational profile of an organism as determined by whole-genome analysis act as 
molecular markers for internal and external influences on genomic stability. Past studies of genomic stability 
have relied on analyzing mutation rates and mutational profiles using either mutations of specific reporter loci 
or base substitutions that accumulate at neutral DNA sites. These studies were limited to specific areas of the 
genome. By using a mutation accumulation protocol followed by whole genome sequencing, we are able to 
analyze a mutational density pattern, that spans the genome of Escherichia coli and resembles a sine wave. 
These results suggest that mutation rates change across the genome, which could indicate that different areas 
of genome could evolve at different rates. The wave-like pattern was shown to correlate with the binding sites 
of two nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs), HU and Fis. Different strains of E. coli carrying deletions of mutL 
or mutS as well as either fis, hupA, recA, matP, or rnhA were used in a mutation accumulation protocol 
followed by whole genome sequencing. We were able to observe a change in the wave like pattern when 
using these different strain backgrounds. Our results suggest that recombination and chromosomal structure 
are major causes of the pattern. Chromosomal structure and recombination play a part in how the genome 
evolves at different sites.  

11:15 Fitness effects of tRNA anticodon deoptimization in Pseudomonas phage phiKZ 
Stephanie Steidel* (Loyola University Chicago) 
 



Bacteriophage host dependence often leads to phage adoption of host codon usage biases, thereby 
maximizing viral translational efficiency, selection for which is a powerful driver of coevolution between phage 
and host. Previous studies have shown strong correlations between viral codon usage and the available 
tRNAs of their host, although some phages bypass host constraints by coding for their own tRNAs. Viral-
encoded tRNAs offer a unique opportunity to investigate the effects and evolution of codon usage free of 
complications associated with misfolding, packaging, etc. The model phage phiKZ has a 280kb double 
stranded DNA genome containing six specific tRNAs. PhiKZ’s Proline tRNA has an anticodon optimized to 
phiKZ’s codon usage, thus phiKZ provides a highly manipulatable candidate for examining the role of self-
coded tRNAs coupled with host tRNA abundances in shaping viral genomic composition. Wild type Proline 
tRNAs were mutated at the wobble position to fit the phage’s least expressed Proline codon using site directed 
mutagenesis. Mutant genes were cloned and are in the process of being inserted into wild type phage 
genomes. Mutant phage strains will be propagated for several thousand generations in naïve host, 
Psuedomonas aeruginosa, in order to observe their evolution in action. Through extensive Next Generation 
Sequencing we can track evolutionary changes over time and determine if the mutant tRNAs induce changes 
in phage codon usage. 

11:30 Horizontal gene transfer in the mitochondrial genome of Monsonia emarginata 
Logan W. Cole* (Indiana University) 
 
Recent studies have shown that plant genomes have been involved in horizontal gene transfer (HGT). The 
mitochondrial genomes of plants have been especially subject to HGT when compared to the organellar and 
nuclear genomes of other eukaryotes. Phylogenetic analyses suggest HGT as the source for copies of many 
genes recovered from the assembly of the mitochondrial genome of Monsonia emarginata, a member of the 
angiosperm family Geraniaceae. These analyses suggest that donor is a member of the Solanales. Though 
the mitochondrial genomes of the Geraniaceae contain many examples of unusual molecular evolutionary 
phenomena, there is no evidence for such HGT in other members of this family. This may suggest the recent 
derivation of the propensity for HGT in this lineage. Some of the transferred copies are intact, which indicates 
functionality and/or the recent occurrence of HGT. This work contributes to the growing body of evidence that 
HGT has had a significant impact on the evolution of genomes in eukaryotes. The current scope of the 
comparative genomics work in the mitochondrial genomes of the Geraniaceae will allow us to further 
investigate the evolutionary processes that underlie the occurrence of HGT in these mitochondrial genomes.  

 

Invasion Ecology I – WH 111 
 

10:30 Effects of a generalist herbivore, white-tailed deer, and the invasive shrub, Lonicera maackii, on 
forest floor plant functional types and community composition. 
Jessica R. Peebles-Spencer* (Miami University), David L. Gorchov 
 
White-tailed deer and Amur Honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii) can both drive changes in forest composition. To 
assess the effects of Lonicera and deer on plant composition, pairs of 20m-by-20m deer exclosures and 
controls were established in 2010 at five forested sites near Oxford, Ohio. In half of each exclosure and 
control, Lonicera was removed, resulting in 20 plots. We determined identity and cover of plants <1 m in 18 
0.1 m2 quadrats per plot in spring and summer of 2011 - 2014. To examine effects on community composition, 
we used non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordination and permutational multivariate analysis of 
variance (PERMANOVA).   When composition differed among treatments, we analyzed treatment effects on 
each plant functional type using methods for split-plot design.  
 
There were significant effects of deer exclusion on plant community composition in spring 2012, 2013 and 
2014. Lonicera removal affected composition in summer 2013, but no interactions between treatments were 
found. Functional type analysis revealed Lonicera intact plots had higher cover of shrubs in spring 2012.  In 
spring 2013, Lonicera removal plots had higher graminoid and spring perennial cover. In spring 2014, Lonicera 
removal plots had higher graminoid and tree cover.  In summer 2013, Lonicera removal plots had higher 
spring perennial herb and vine cover, and there was a significant interaction between treatments on tree 
cover; where deer were excluded, Lonicera removal resulted in higher tree cover, but where deer had access, 



cover did not differ between Lonicera treatment types. 

10:45 Anything but Knaptime: A Look at Invasive Species in the Prairie Ecosystems of Michigan. 
Will Gribbin* (Kalamazoo College, Pierce Cedar Creek Institute), Brian Cunningham-Rhoads 
 
Invasive plant species are a constant and troublesome burden for land managers across the globe. Certain 
abiotic filters, such as soil nutrients and composition, are unique to specific environments resulting in 
ecosystems varying in susceptibility to invasion. Susceptibility can also be impacted by biotic resistance, in 
which established communities are thought to be resistant to invasion. Here we analyze the relationship 
between native and invasive species across several prairies, as well as examine the effects of forcing and 
disturbance on the susceptibility of different grassland communities to invasion by the invasive Centaurea 
stoebe. We surveyed seven prairies at various stages of restoration in a total of three different sites in 
Southwest Michigan. We found no correlation between native and invasive species richness among prairies, 
offering no support to the biotic resistance hypothesis. However, we found that soil nutrients significantly 
contributed to variation in the percent of invasive species within a prairie. To analyze the relationship among 
forcing, disturbance, and invasion probability, we introduced high or low numbers of C. stoebe seedlings into 
disturbed or undisturbed plots. While the disturbance treatment in low density plots had no effect on the 
growth of C. stoebe, the growth rate for C. stoebe was greater in disturbed plots with high densities than in the 
undisturbed plots. This suggests that land managers should manage in a way where more resources are used 
to prevent disturbances in prairies that are exposed to high forcing. 

11:00 Removal of the invasive shrub Lonicera maackii from riparian forests influences headwater 
stream biota and ecosystem function 
Rachel McNeish* (University of Dayton), E.M. Moore, M.E. Benbow, R.W. McEwan 
 
Lonicera maackii is an invasive shrub that grows abundantly along riparian corridors, altering riparian plant 
community structure and function.  We investigated linkages between this terrestrial invader and the aquatic 
biota and ecosystem processes via a riparian zone restoration experiment. All woody invasive flora was 
removed in August - September 2010 from a 1600 m2 riparian buffer.  Autumnal, in-stream leaf litter was 
assessed over 75d, while macroinvertebrate density and algal biomass was measured for three years and a 
nutrient limitation study was conducted seasonally. Invasive L. maackii removal significantly reduced canopy 
cover, light availability and nitrogen, and differentially influenced the timing and abundance of leaf litter genera 
within the stream (all P < 0.01). For example, Platanus spp. contributed the most organic matter within the 
removal reach (35-40%) but was mainly absent in the control reach. Lonicera maackii leaf litter consistently 
contributed ~25% of in-stream leaf litter in the removal reach, but was mostly absent in the removal reach.  
Macroinvertebrate density significantly increased one year after invasive removal, and was primarily driven by 
Simuliium sp.  These findings suggest removal of a dominant invasive shrub substantially impacts terrestrial 
organic matter and nutrient subsidies into headwater streams, influencing the timing and abundance of leaf 
litter habitat and food resources for aquatic macroinvertebrates.  

11:15 Competitive interactions for shelter between invasive juvenile O. rusticus and native O. obscurus 
Kailey N. Cooper* (Hiram College), Jennifer M. Clark  
 
Invasive crayfish are a major concern in aquatic ecosystems and can have devastating impacts on both plant 
and animal communities. The rusty crayfish (Orconectes rusticus), is a common invasive in the Great Lakes 
region and has had detrimental impacts in both lake and stream ecosystems through destruction of 
macrophyte beds, outcompeting native crayfish for shelters (which often increases susceptibility to fish 
predation), and hybridizing with native crayfish producing competitively superior individuals. Little is known 
about how juvenile rusty crayfish interact with native species. In this study, we used five-gallon bucket 
mesocosms to investigate the competitive superiority between juvenile invasive rusty crayfish and juvenile 
native crayfish (O. obscurus) for shelter. Two crayfish were placed in a bucket with only one PVC shelter to 
limit shelter availability (N =50 replicates).  During each 23-hour trial, pictures were taken every hour using a 
game camera and later checked for occupancy. Our results show that juvenile rusty crayfish and the native 
crayfish spent a significant amount of time independently occupying shelters (15.41 ± 0.65 individuals) 
compared to the time they spent sharing shelters (4.55 ± 0.52)  (t-test, P < 0.0001). Our results also show that 



juvenile rusty crayfish occupied significantly more shelters (75%) than the native crayfish (25%) (chi-square 
test, x^2=203.56, P < 0.0001). Overall, our results suggest that juvenile rusty crayfish may be able to establish 
as juveniles by outcompeting native O. obscurus for shelter.  

11:30 Predicting the Effects of Emerald Ash Borer on Hardwood Swamp Forest Structure and 
Composition in southern Michigan 
Anna Bowen* (Miami University), M.H.H. Stevens 
 
The study of Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) within hardwood swamps, where ash often occurs as a dominant 
component, has received much less attention than in urban and upland communities.  EAB is likely to have a 
dramatic effect on the structure and composition of hardwood swamps due to a large amount of dieback.  The 
objective of this study was to survey three hardwood swamps with ash and model the future forest structure 
and composition of each stand.  Three hardwood swamps in southern Michigan were surveyed during the 
summer of 2014.  We used a nested plot design, with four plots at each site to measure trees, saplings, 
seedlings, and herbaceous cover.  We used the Forest Vegetation Simulator to project future forest structure 
and composition.  
The three sites differ slightly in composition, but not structure.  While all sites contained ash, they varied widely 
on both the percentage of ash (12.6-61.8%) and other dominant species present.   In addition, the species in 
the canopy tend not to be the principal species in the sapling layer.  All mature ash trees have died, while the 
majority (73.4-84.2%) of ash saplings are alive but declining.  Current results show that the three sites are 
expected to respond in slightly different ways, with two showing a continuing prevalence of other current 
dominants, while one shows a transition to a forest dominated by small trees and shrubs.  This study will 
provide insight into the current status of EAB affected swamps, of which little is known, and illustrate the 
community scale impacts of a selective pest. 
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10:30 Differential responses of grassland ant species at multiple temporal and spatial scales 
Kaitlin U. Campbell* (Miami University), Thomas O. Crist 
 
Landowners and conservation groups are converting marginal agricultural land to semi-natural habitats, such 
as conservation grasslands. These grasslands are imbedded within a matrix of agriculture, urbanization, and 
semi-natural habitats and are colonized over time by grassland dependent animals. Ants are widespread 
arthropods that structure above and belowground food webs and interact with other organisms as predators, 
herbivores, and mutualists. Ants are also recognized as valuable environmental indicators of disturbance and 
recovery for management-based monitoring. We studied ant communities in 23 conservation grasslands that 
differed in area, time since planting, plant community, soils, management, and surrounding landscape. The 
goals of this study were to differentiate the patch and surrounding landscape effects on the grassland ant 
species composition and diversity. The best model for ant richness was time since planting (p=0.010). Ant 
communities show turnover from disturbance tolerant species to grassland specialist species. Species 
respond in different ways to patch variables (especially soil texture) and are also influenced by surrounding 
landscape. Grassland specialists were more abundant in high grassland landscapes, while disturbance 
tolerant species were favored by urbanization. Our results suggest that ant communities are primarily 
influenced by habitat age, but soil and surrounding landscape have differential effects on individual species 
abundances. These findings support a greater use of ants as environmental indicators at the patch and 
landscape level. 

10:45 Genetic Structure in Fragmented Michigan Wild Rice Populations 
Sara Friedline* (Central Michigan University), Scott McNaught, Bradley Swanson 
 
 
Wild rice (Zizania spp.) is a wetland grass with both ecological and cultural importance in the Great Lakes 
region. Populations have been declining, especially in Michigan, and habitat fragmentation is a likely culprit. 
Fragmentation is particularly detrimental because it diminishes gene flow, which leads to increased inbreeding 
and losses in genetic diversity. Consequently, populations can have limited survival, reproduction, and 



adaptability. The goal of this study was to assess the genetic structure of the two wild rice species in Michigan, 
Zizania palustris and Zizania aquatica, and investigate the genetic implications of habitat fragmentation.  In 
summer 2013, plants from nine Z. palustris and five Z.aquatica sites in the lower peninsula of Michigan were 
sampled and DNA was analyzed using amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs). No genetic 
structuring was observed in both species and sites were genetically similar, as revealed by Nei’s genetic 
distances ranging from 0.005 to 0.035. Furthermore, there were no significant relationships between 
geographic distance and genetic distance, suggesting gene flow between all sites. Overall, the results of this 
study show that habitat fragmentation is not affecting the genetic structure of wild rice in Michigan, and that 
perhaps long-distance dispersal vectors such as waterfowl and humans are responsible for facilitating gene 
flow. Nevertheless, Michigan wild rice populations should still be protected and restored through continued 
seeding efforts.   

11:00 Responses of a grassland spider community to habitat structural heterogeneity driven by 
disturbances from fire and bison-grazing interactions 
Jesus Gomez* (Kansas State University), Anthony Joern 
 
In grassland ecosystems, interactions among fire, grazing, topography and climate create shifting mosaics of 
plant communities and associated habitat structural complexity, increasing overall species diversity and 
abundance at the landscape level. We test the hypothesis that bottom-up, fire-grazing spatio-temporal 
interactions structure consumer (spiders) assemblages leading to increased species diversity across 
landscapes by creating a shifting mosaic of habitats at multiple scales. Spider communities were vacuum and 
sweep sampled over 23 sites along a habitat gradient habitat ranging from grass-dominated to gallery forest to 
test heterogeneity hypotheses at Konza Prairie Biological Station. Vegetation attributes were measured to 
characterize the spatial heterogeneity and structural complexity of vegetation at each site. Spider abundance 
and species richness increased with increased times since the last fire and moderate to low bison habitat use. 
In general, spider abundance and diversity increased with increasing habitat structural complexity and 
heterogeneity from grass dominated site to the transition between grasslands and woodlands in response to 
fire-grazing interactions. The transition between grasslands and woodlands was a hotspot for spider 
abundance and species richness. The unique long-term fire frequency and bison grazing manipulations at 
watershed levels at KPBS yield a mosaic of grassland types which sustain multiple, distinct spider species 
assemblages. 

11:15 Northern Goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) Genetic Diversity and Connectivity among the Naturally 
Fragmented Forests of the Northern Great Basin, USA. 
Steph Szarmach* (Oberlin College), Robert A. Miller, Jay D. Carlisle, Gregory S. Kaltenecker, 
Muhammad Arshad, James F. Smith 
 
Forest fragmentation, natural or anthropogenic, limits movement of individuals, and even highly mobile 
species, like birds, can fail to disperse across such landscapes. The constrained movement of species may 
lead to reproductive isolation, cause inbreeding depression, and could contribute to speciation. The naturally 
fragmented forests of the northern Great Basin are thought to have contributed to the evolution of unique 
species found in this region, such as Christ’s paintbrush (Castilleja christii) and the South Hills Crossbill (Loxia 
curvirostra sinesciuris). Other species in these forests may also exhibit unique genetic diversity. The Northern 
Goshawk, a species occupying these forests, has shown low integration between geographically dispersed 
populations elsewhere in its range. We evaluated genetic diversity and connectivity of the goshawks in the 
northern Great Basin by searching for signs of inbreeding depression, estimating effective population size, and 
placing the birds in biogeographical context of other populations in the West. We utilized blood and feather 
samples from nestling and adult birds from five forest islands in south-central Idaho to compare microsatellite 
loci and mitochondrial DNA sequences among individuals. Our work provides a foundation for understanding 
the genetic ecology of goshawks in the northern Great Basin, and the genetic health and integration of these 
birds compared with other populations. 

11:30 The Spatial and Temporal Post-fire Vegetative Regrowth Mosaic Associated with Mature Tree 
Stands and Topography on Sofa Mountain 
Erin O’Connor* (Youngstown State University)  
 



The study of pre- and post-fire vegetative composition is valuable in understanding ecosystem behavior in 
response to fire. This information is of particular importance to ecologists, land managers, and park 
management, particularly in fire-prone mountain regions of North America, in making decisions regarding 
management practices and strategies as well as conservation efforts of natural, complex landscapes in order 
to maintain the integrity of these ecosystems. This study examines the effect that topography has on the 
spatial relationship of reestablished vegetation associated with mature tree stands after a 1998 holdover fire 
event on Sofa Mountain, Waterton Lakes National Park in Alberta, Canada.  
A mixed-methods approach was employed to evaluate and determine these associations throughout the Sofa 
Mountain burn area. Determining current and emergent vegetation was accomplished through the use of 
ground truthing, remote sensing and GIS. A historical analysis of the fire cycle throughout the area was 
completed using GIS, aerial imagery, and tree coring data collected during the 2011 field season in order to 
assess the vegetation ages and determine the spatial occupation of historic fire. Statistical analysis of the data 
includes spatial autocorrelation, mean patch size, and a binary logistic regression. New growth was 
determined to be a product of fallen trees and debris, while topographic factors, slope and aspect, are 
anticipated to influence the survival of tree stands. 
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10:30 Correlated evolution of jaw and molar morphologies in early mammals 
David Grossnickle* (University of Chicago) 
 
The lower jaws in mammals of the Mesozoic Era (252-66 million years ago) have shown disparate 
morphologies. It is expected that such major differences be correlated with differences in biomechanical 
functions, molar morphologies, and diets. Utilizing fossil jaw images belonging to 105 mammalian taxa from 
the Mesozoic, shapes and positions of the posterior processes of the jaw were analyzed. For both the angular 
process and coronoid process, shapes were quantified and compared using semilandmark outlines subjected 
to two-dimensional geometric morphometric techniques. To assess broad evolutionary trends, average shapes 
of the jaw processes for mammalian groups were considered in a phylogenetic context. Results indicate 
convergent jaw changes within three long-lived groups: cimolodontan multituberculates, the stem lineage of 
monotremes, and the clade that includes therians (placentals and marsupials) and their close relatives. These 
groups develop an elevated condyle, a posteriorly positioned angular process, and a lower and more inclined 
coronoid process. The jaw changes of these three clades appear to have arisen in concert with molar changes 
and musculoskeletal adaptations that increased grinding abilities, likely allowing for a diet consisting of 
increased plant matter. I propose additional research, such as quantitative techniques to link molar 
morphologies with diets of early mammals, to further examine the preliminary conclusions of this project.  

10:45 A giant shark From the mid-Cretaceous of Texas: ecology and life history of a marine predator 
Joseph Frederickson* (University of Oklahoma), Joshua Cohen 
 
Three large lamniform shark vertebrae (OMNH 68860) from the Lower Cretaceous of Texas are here 
interpreted as belonging to a single individual, with a calculated total body length of 6.3 m. A species of this 
size exceeds most length estimates for lamniform sharks from the Albian of N. America. Sharks similar in size 
to this specimen are known from the Late Cretaceous, however these species are morphologically distinct 
from OMNH 68860. Further, CT scans were used to identify growth lines within each vertebra. These scans 
consistently yield an age between 15-19 years old. Given the average longevity for most large pelagic sharks, 
these estimates indicate that this specimen was not fully grown at the time of death. This individual compares 
favorably to another, much larger, shark specimen from the contemporaneous Kiowa Shale of Kansas. The 
two specimens were not recovered with associated shark teeth, rendering identification impossible; however, 
both formations have the same lamniform shark tooth fauna, with Leptostyrax macrorhiza being the largest. 
Regardless of their identification, these specimens indicate that a very large shark species was present in the 
Early Cretaceous of N. America. 

11:00 Apparently accelerated rates of substitution can be caused by gene tree discordance 
Fabio K. Mendes* (Indiana University), M. Hahn 
 



Identifying cases of rapid evolution can inform us about many aspects of the evolutionary history of species. 
Genes under positive selection exhibit faster substitution rates, and many genome-wide analyses aim to find 
these adaptively evolving loci. Specific clades may also experience accelerated rates of substitution, such that 
there is wide variation across a phylogeny in rates of evolution.  Indeed, recent studies have associated both 
adaptive radiations and higher speciation rates with increased rates of nucleotide substitution.  Here we 
investigate whether discordance between the species tree and individual gene tree topologies can cause an 
apparently accelerated rate of substitution.  This effect occurs because the analysis of discordant gene trees 
using a fixed species tree forces current methods to infer additional substitutions where none have actually 
happened.  In cases where there is a lot of discordance, as when there is a lot of incomplete lineage sorting, 
we expect the effect to be larger.  We demonstrate using simulations and data from Drosophila that this 
effect—which we call SPILS (substitutions produced by incomplete lineage sorting)—can have significant 
consequences for studies of rate variation, including on inferences of positive selection.  We conclude by 
offering several possible solutions to this problem, and demonstrate how it may have affected previous 
analyses.  

11:15 Reproductive mode in Sceloporus lizards drives the evolution of color signals and habitat use 
Ali Ossip-Klein* (Indiana University), Lisa Chaudhari, Eric Smith, D. Hews, E. Martins 
 
Viviparity, or live-bearing, has historically been cited as a key innovation allowing reptiles to invade particularly 
cold or predator-rich environments. However, recent work indicates that it may impact many phenotypic and 
ecological aspects, including communication and microhabitat use. Using modern phylogenetic comparative 
and ancestral reconstruction methods, we explore the relative importance and timing of reproductive mode in 
shaping the evolution of colorful visual signals and arboreality in 54 Sceloporus lizard species that exhibit 
interspecific variation in color and habitat. Our ancestral reconstructions indicate that the ancestor of all 
Sceloporus was likely terrestrial and laid eggs. Arboreality and viviparity evolved independently several times 
across the genus, with a handful of reversals. Shifts to an arboreal and viviparous lifestyle are also associated 
with shifts to larger color patches in males, and color patches tend to evolve first, facilitating the evolution of 
viviparity, which then facilitates the appearance of arboreality. This talk will discuss the evolutionary 
implications for the evolution of lizard ecology and communication.  

11:30 CANCELLED 
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1:15 Genetic Basis of Octanoic Acid Resistance in Drosophila sechellia: Functional Analysis of a Fine-
Mapped Region 
José M. Andrade-López* (University of Michigan), Laura Sligar, Trisha Wittkopp, Joseph Coolon 
 
Drosophila sechellia is a species of fruit fly endemic to the Seychelles islands located northeast of 
Madagascar off the coast of Africa. Unlike its generalist sister species D. simulans, D. mauritiana and D. 
melanogaster, D. sechellia evolved to specialize on a single plant species, Morinda citrifolia. Specialization on 
M. citrifolia is surprising because the fruit of the plant contains toxic compounds, primarily octanoic acid (OA), 
that are lethal to all Drosophila species except D. sechellia. Although the ecological and behavioral 
adaptations to this toxic fruit are known, the genetic bases for the evolution of the resistance phenotype is not. 
Prior work characterized a genomic region on chromosome 3R containing 18 genes shown to contribute to OA 
tolerance. To determine the specific gene(s) involved in OA resistance in this region, we knocked down 
individual genes with RNA interference (RNAi) in D. melanogaster. RNAi knock-down flies were tested for 
resistance to OA using a Cox proportional hazard model. Here, we identified a pair of neighboring genes, 
Osiris 6 and Osiris 7, where ubiquitous knock-down of these genes leads to an increase in OA sensitivity. 



Using tissue specific knock-down, we further identified the specific tissue contributing to OA tolerance. This 
study sheds light on the genetic basis for ecological adaptation to a toxic host within Drosophila, and insect-
host specialization more broadly. 

1:30 Comparing patterns of thermal-growth-reaction-norm evolution across latitude in a piscivore and 
its prey: Implications for processes underlying responses to climate change on predator-prey 
dynamics 
Jess Eberle* (University of Oklahoma) 
 
The relative size of piscivores and planktivores governs their interaction. In widely distributed fish 
assemblages, changes in piscivore-planktivore interactions could result from growth adaptations to differences 
in temperature and length of the growing season that occur across latitude. With increasing latitude, despite 
the shortening of the growing season, fall sizes for young of the year (YOY) fish of a planktivorous prey 
species, bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus), does not vary, but declines with latitude for a piscivore, largemouth 
bass (Micropterus salmoides). This suggest that bluegill (BG) have evolved latitudinal compensation in growth, 
whereas largemouth bass (LMB) have not. Competitive interactions between these species may be more 
intense at high latitudes in which relatively slow-growing YOY LMB spend a longer time in the size range at 
which diets overlap with those of YOY BG. Conversely, the degree of piscivory by YOY LMB may be higher at 
low latitudes as YOY LMB grow sufficiently fast enough relative to YOY BG to shift to feeding on YOY BG. I 
will compare thermal growth reaction norms among native populations of each species across a latitudinal 
gradient, and interpret the results in the context of how size-based predator-prey interactions might be 
predictively modified with latitude. Furthermore, important concepts about adaptions to temporal climate 
change may emerge from studying adaptive variations to temperature and seasonality in extant species 
assemblages across spatial climate gradients. 

1:45 Substrate use, environmental adaptability, and skeletal plasticity in the hoof bones of captive 
ruminants 
Allison Bormet* (Indiana University), David P. Polly 
 
Skeletal elements can reshape to resist forces encountered in the environment. This response may allow the 
shape of a bone to adapt plastically in parallel to the way natural selection would allow it to adapt 
evolutionarily. We studied the degree of shape difference in the hoof bone (ungual) of wild and captive 
ruminants (Mammalia, Artiodactyla) to determine the extent to which plastic responses are expected in the 
locomotor system. Zoos have a greater proportion of cement, packed earth, and other hard materials many 
ruminant species would not naturally traverse; therefore we would expect a significant difference in the ungual 
shape of captive animals, regardless of species, if plastic response is an important mechanism of locomotor 
specialization. We analyzed area and shape differences in the plantar surface of four unguals from three wild 
and three captive individuals of 13 ruminant species. Outlines with 100 semilandmark points were Procrustes 
superimposed to produce shape variables for subsequent analysis. Using permutation tests, captive and wild 
individuals of a species have statistically different ungual shapes (p=0.009) and areas (p=0.036). However, 
species naturally found on wet/ecotone substrates have shapes that are most affected. This suggests that 
these species are more sensitive to the substrates encountered in captivity. Additional species from various 
substrates should be analyzed to see if this plastic trend continues, and is visible in other limb elements. 
Further research would clarify the effects of captivity, substrate use, and locomotion in animals. 

2:00 Protein half-life mediates a tradeoff between efficient and flexible growth 
Hildamarie Caceres* (University of Notre Dame), Stuart Jones 
 
The environmental response and contributions of microorganisms is associated to their traits and in nature we 
observe a diversity of bacterial life history strategies. For example bacteria with streamlined or opportunistic 
strategies like Prochlorococcus and Limnohabitans, respectively, have distinct traits like growth efficiency and 
metabolic flexibility. We propose that a trade-off between efficient and flexible growth, mediated by protein 
half-life, could explain divergent bacterial life histories. Increased carbon use efficiency, defined by the 
proportion of biomass production and substrate use, should select for a reduced cellular quota and high affinity 
for the limiting elements necessary for growth. Increased carbon use efficiency should also cause a 
proportional increase in energetic demand at the expense of growth rate. Achieving growth efficiency would 



also select for longer protein half-lives hence limiting growth flexibility. A long protein half-life leaves bacteria ill 
equipped to respond to short-term environmental changes but it can increase growth efficiency by reducing 
the energetic costs of protein turnover. Total protein quantification by colorimetric assay is used to estimate 
protein half-life in different bacterial species under chloramphenicol treatment to arrest the production of 
protein. Preliminary results on protein decay and estimates on protein half-life demonstrate success with 
methods. 
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1:15 Habitat, hosts, and fungus in the field: Regulators of Metschnikowia epidemics in natural 
zooplankton communities 
Alex Strauss* (Indiana University), Marta Shocket, Jessica Hite, Dave Civitello, Rachel Penczykowski, 
Carla Caceres, Meg Duffy, Spencer Hall 
 
Explaining variation in epidemic size remains a major challenge in disease ecology.  Variation in habitat can 
directly regulate disease.  However, habitat can also select resident community composition, including 
abundance of predators and host species diversity.  In turn, these community changes can regulate disease.  
For instance, the ‘Healthy Herds Hypothesis’ predicts that epidemics are smaller when predators consume 
infected hosts.  Similarly, the ‘Dilution Effect Hypothesis’ predicts that epidemics are smaller when species 
diversity (specifically, a higher frequency of ‘diluter’ hosts) interferes with disease transmission.  In our study 
system, a virulent fungus (Metschnikowia bicuspidata) causes yearly epidemics in the dominant zooplankton 
grazer (Daphnia dentifera) of many Midwestern lakes.  We sampled 28 lakes throughout the 2014 epidemic 
season.  We quantified deep-water refuge size (a critical habitat component), the intensity of fish predation, 
zooplankton community composition, and epidemic size.  Then, we used Structural Equation Modeling to infer 
causality and quantify the relative contributions of habitat, predation, and the Dilution Effect to variation in 
epidemic size.  The dilution effect strongly reduced the size of epidemics in lakes with a high frequency of 
diluters (specifically, Ceriodaphnia sp.).  Lakes with more intense fish predation also had smaller epidemics; 
however, this effect was indirect and mediated entirely via the zooplankton community.  Finally, causality of all 
links in our final model can be traced back to variation in habitat.   

1:30 Resource diversity in the aquatic environment mediates development and emergence rates of a 
mosquito disease vector 
Allison Gardner* (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Allison Gardner, Brian Allan, Jacklyn 
Duple, Noor Malik, Ephantus Muturi 
 
The enhancement of animal fitness by resource diversity is well-documented in many systems. In communities 
fueled by plant-based detritus, such as container-breeding mosquito habitats, a major source of resource 
diversity is mixing of leaf litter species in the aquatic environment. Our laboratory experiments supported three 
hypotheses regarding the effect of leaf detritus on performance of a mosquito vector for West Nile virus, Culex 
pipiens: 1) leaf detritus of two native and two invasive shrubs yield different mosquito emergence and 
development rates; 2) mixtures of leaves from subsets of these plants synergistically affect these life history 
traits; and 3) the mechanism for this effect is variation in the microbial flora that form in container habitats as 
leaf litter breaks down, the direct food source for larvae. Among single leaf species, leaf infusion of an invasive 
bush honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii) yielded the highest emergence rates, while native blackberry infusion 
(Rubus allegheniensis) yielded no emergence. Mixtures of three or four leaf species yielded higher emergence 
rates than predicted based on mosquito performance in single leaf species treatments. A trial in which 
microbes were filtered from leaf infusion and replaced with a uniform diet across all leaf mixtures 
demonstrated no treatment-dependent variation in mosquito performance, suggesting the importance of 
microbial flora to emergence rates. Ongoing research seeks to identify microbial community characteristics 
(e.g. alpha and beta diversity) and indicator species correlated to mosquito performance. 

1:45 Host specificity, diversity and prevalence of the Haemosporidian blood parasite Leucocytozoon 
in sub-Saharan birds 
Heather Skeen* (Loyola University Chicago), Heather Skeen, Shannon Hackett, Sushma Reddy 
 



The traditional focus on strict co-speciation as the most important phenomenon governing co-evolutionary 
history between parasites and their hosts has lessened as researchers have focused efforts to characterize 
host specificity and patterns of diversity for a wider array of parasites using molecular markers. Parasites in 
the Order Haemospororida, including and Leucocytozoon, are of special interest as they include the causative 
agents of malaria as well as other diseases.  Haemosporidian parasites constitute a major global health threat, 
yet most research of these pathogens has been primarily focused solely on the few species known to infect 
humans. Studying the pathogens in non-humans animals is essential for understanding their spread 
throughout wild populations. To date, there have been no comprehensive studies looking at the diversification 
of Leucocytozoon in wild bird populations which is crucial for determining how this parasite group has spread 
across avian communities.  Through a better understanding of the genetic, geographic and ecological diversity 
of Leucocytozoon we can gain insights into the ecology and evolution of this relatively understudied group of 
bird specific haemosporidians. Through the analysis of an in depth survey of Leucocytozoon from a large 
number of birds in sub-Saharan Africa I tested the hypotheses that (1)there are Leucocytozoon clades that 
only infect certain host families, (2)there are clades that are restricted to specific biogeographic areas, and 
(3)prevalence is affected by specific host characteristics and ecological conditions.   

2:00 Assessment of West Nile Virus in larval mosquito populations over time 
Kacie Hoyt* (Xavier University), Ian Borczon 
 
Adult mosquitoes are known for the ability to vector numerous diseases, including West Nile Virus (WNV). 
Research efforts have focused on horizontal transmission of WNV via adult mosquitoes, birds and humans, 
however, less is known regarding possible vertical transmission of WNV from to adult to larval mosquito. The 
objectives of this study were to (1) assess the presence of WNV in larval mosquito populations from wetlands 
in Ohio; and (2) determine if relationships exist among WNV presence, mosquito density, and ambient 
temperature. Mosquito larvae and water quality parameters were collected biweekly from four wetland sites in 
southwestern Ohio, from May to October 2014. Mosquito habitat was sampled using a standardized mosquito 
dipper (350ml) and all organisms within were subsequently processed and identified to the lowest possible 
taxonomic level in the laboratory. On each date, additional immature mosquitoes were collected and assessed 
using RT-PCR to test for the presence of WNV in the larval specimens. West Nile Virus was detected in larval 
mosquitoes at each site in May and/or June. Mosquito populations exhibited variable population dynamics 
between sites during the sample period, with peaks occurring at different times. No correlation was found 
between mosquito density and ambient temperature. An increased understanding of larval mosquito 
population dynamics and WNV presence can be beneficial in assessing disease risk in humans and in the 
development of effective control programs.  
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1:15 The Landscape of Fear and Top-down Effects within the Soil Food Web: Spiders, Springtails, and 
Soil Respiration 
Heather Clendenin* (Bowling Green State University), Audrey Maran, Shannon Pelini 
 
Through respiration, soil microbes release ten times the amount of CO2 as anthropogenic inputs. Changes in 
activity and biomass of soil microbes, which affect respiration, can be linked to the presence and density of 
springtails (arthropods in the subclass Collembola). Additionally, predation by spiders alters density and 
activity of Collembola, and may subsequently affect soil respiration. This study addresses the top-down control 
wolf spiders (genus Pardosa) may have upon soil respiration through interactions with Collembola. It aims to 
differentiate between changes caused by predation and those caused by behavioral changes due to predator 
presence. In step with other studies examining predators’ net effects, we expected that trait-mediated 
interactions would be of the same magnitude as the lethal effects of predation. We set up mesocosms 
containing Collembola under three treatment types: spiders present, spiders absent, and spiders present but 
modified to prevent predation. Soil efflux was recorded over a 5 week period using LiCor 6400, and analyzed 
using a one-way ANOVA in R. We expected efflux rates to vary significantly between the control and both 
treatments with predators present, indicating that trait-mediated interactions are as significant as the lethal 
effects of predation. Examining the role of predators in the soil ecosystem should shed light on top-down 



effects upon soil respiration. As issues associated with global climate change are addressed, carbon efflux in 
the soil ecosystem, including the role played by invertebrates, should bear consideration. 

1:30 Effects of predator size structure on a possible aquatic trophic cascade 
Kaylin Boeckman* (Murray State University, Watershed Studies Institute), Howard Whiteman 
 
Recent trophic cascade research has shown the import role predator size structure can play in altering 
cascade strength. Greater predator size structure has the potential to dampen top-down control. Larval 
Arizona tiger salamanders (Ambystoma tigrinum nebulosum) have been shown to induce trophic cascades in 
low-productivity, lentic ecosystems. The cascade has not been investigated in more productive systems or in 
lotic environments. In Kimball Creek, a western Colorado stream, A. t. nebulosum larvae are found across a 
range of sizes during the summer months. Using this existing size variation, we experimentally tested how the 
strength of top-down control changed with predator size structure in recirculating mesocosms over a four-week 
period. Changes in benthic invertebrate communities, macrophyte biomass, and chlorophyll a concentrations 
were measured across eight size-structure treatments. Although benthic invertebrate abundance and biomass 
did differ across treatments, they did not correspond closely with increasing size structure treatments as 
predicted. The use of non-metric multidimensional scaling is necessary and will be used to increase our 
understanding of changes in benthic invertebrate communities over the course of the experiment. The results 
of our study indicate that under moderate larval densities, none of the treatments produced changes in primary 
production. However, it is possible that using higher larval densities, which varies widely in natural beaver 
ponds, could produce a stronger cascade, detectable at the lowest trophic level. 

1:45 Effects of light, nutrients, and carnivore ontogeny on aquatic food chain efficiency 
Amber Rock* (Miami University), Luke Ginger, Michael Vanni, Maria Gonzalez 
 
Food chain efficiency (FCE; carnivore production/primary production) describes the relative energy flow 
through a food chain. Aquatic FCE can be mediated by primary producer biomass and stoichiometric quality, 
traits impacted by light and nutrient supply. Carnivore identity can also affect FCE. For example, nutrient-
limited carnivores have lower production, decreasing FCE. Carnivore nutrient requirements shift during 
ontogeny; larval fish may be more prone to phosphorus limitation than older fish because they invest large 
amounts of P into RNA and bone development. We experimentally manipulated light (high and low) and 
nutrient supply (high and low) and carnivore ontogeny to test the effects of these factors on FCE. FCE was 
calculated at three points during carnivore (bluegill) ontogeny. We predicted that FCE would be highest under 
low light/high nutrient supply (highest food quality) and lowest under high light/low nutrient supply (lowest food 
quality). We also expected that FCE would be more closely tied to stoichiometric food quality during the 
bluegill larval stage. Preliminary results suggest that nutrient supply affected larval bluegill production more 
strongly than juvenile production, supporting our prediction that nutrient limitation is more important during 
larval stages. FCE, however, was higher under high light supply regardless of ontogenetic stage, and bluegill 
production was correlated with algal production rather than food quality. Our results suggest that carnivores 
may be able to compensate for the effects of low food quality. 

2:00 Ants as indicators of nutrient availability in a Neotropical rainforest 
Jelena Bujan* (University of Oklahoma), Joseph S. Wright, Michael Kaspari 
 
Biogeochemistry is rapidly changing across the globe due to human activities. However, the relationship 
between higher level consumers and nutrient availability in forest ecosystems has been understudied. We 
used ubiquitous ants to test three hypotheses: the nutrient limitation–adding a limiting nutrient increases ant 
activity and abundance; the community homogenization–adding a limiting nutrient decreases ant diversity; and 
the limiting space –fertilization promotes nest colonization. Lowland rainforest on the Gigante Peninsula in 
Panama has been enriched with nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K) in a factorial design for 15 
years. We predicted higher activity but lower diversity on P fertilization plots, as this forest is expected to be P 
limited. At each of 32 fertilization plots we sampled canopy and litter ants. After controlling for temperature, 
which explained roughly 20% of ant foraging activity, activity was higher on plots receiving P, largely driven by 
the most abundant genus Azteca.  Ant diversity was lowest on P plots supporting the “paradox of enrichment” 
frequently observed in plant communities. Colonization was 18% higher on plots fertilized with NPK compared 



to controls, suggesting importance of biogeochemistry in ant reproduction. Observed higher activity and lower 
diversity on P plots supported our hypotheses and suggest that ants are tracking the nutrient limitation of the 
ecosystem. Such strong effects of biogeochemistry on ants are likely to be important for their community 
composition at the global scale. 
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1:15 Pax protein EGL-38 functions on both sides of signaling pathway in Caenorhabditis elegans to 
coordinate development of egg-laying system 
Allison Webb* (Ohio State University) Ryan Johnson, Helen Chamberlin 
 
Emergence of the body plan is one of the key steps of embryogenesis in all Metazoans. Its execution requires 
careful control of cell growth and differentiation through the process of coordinated development. Although 
Metazoans possess vast morphological diversity, the functional motifs controlling coordinated development 
are surprisingly conserved. One such motif includes control of reproductive tract development by the Paired-
box (Pax) family of transcription factors in both mammals and Caenorhabditis elegans. In mammals, the mode 
of PAX2 activity is poorly understood; however, the simplicity of the C. elegans model allows for investigation 
into its Pax ortholog egl-38. EGL-38 functions in the egg-laying system, where vulval cells send a LIN-
3/Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) signal to certain uterine cells to specify them as uv1 cells which will anchor 
the vulva to the uterus. Vulval expression of lin-3/egf is dependent on EGL-38, as is uv1 cell expression of a 
neuropeptide-like protein nlp-2. EGL-38 thereby functions on both sides of the EGF pathway in vulF and uv1 
cells to influence its activation and the propagation of its instructions. To perform these functions, EGL-38 may 
require a co-factor LIN-1. Mutations in lin-1 result in similar uv1 specification and nlp-2 expression defects as 
do mutations in egl-38. The dichotomy of EGL-38 activating wholly separate genes in two different cell types 
represents an unusual functional motif which is likely to also apply to PAX activity during growth of the female 
mammalian reproductive tract. 

1:30 Uncovering the shared and distinct roles for the transcription factor gene duplicates hmg-3 and 
hmg-4 during C. elegans development 
Brittany Suggs* (The Ohio State University) Helen Chamberlin 
 
In the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, several key developmental decisions are governed by transcription 
factor (TF) pairs resultant from a simple duplication event: GATA TFs end-1 and end-3 specify the intestine; T-
box genes tbx-37 and tbx-38 promote formation of the ABa-derived anterior pharynx, and tbx-8 and tbx-9 
generate C-lineage muscle and hypodermis. For each of these pairs, double mutants are embryonic lethal, 
whereas single mutants are not. We hypothesize that duplication of embryonic development genes is 
important in the evolution of C. elegans. We screened additional TF pairs to uncover other pairs exhibiting the 
same behavior. Of 13 tested pairs, only hmg-3 and hmg-4 showed embryonic lethality when both were 
depleted using RNAi. In addition, hmg-3(RNAi) confers sterility; hmg-4(RNAi) arrest during early larval 
development, indicating this pair has both unique and shared developmental functions. To determine the 
specific functions of these genes, we used markers for various developmental milestones to assist in 
determining any defects. In hmg-3(RNAi); hmg-4(RNAi) embryos, while enclosure occurs properly and the 
intestine and posterior portion of the pharynx develop normally, the anterior portion of the pharynx appears to 
be absent, suggesting that hmg-3 and hmg-4 are acting in/on the ABa lineage to promote the formation of that 
structure. hmg-3 and hmg-4 encode SSRP1-related proteins that are part of the histone chaperone FACT 
complex. Our findings suggest that there are specific developmental genes that are especially dependent on 
this complex in C. elegans. 

1:45 Evolution of a genetic network governing the divergent morphologies of two closely related 
Drosophila species 
Yang Liu* (University of Pittsburgh) Winslow Johnson, David Stern, Mark Rebeiz 
 
A central question in evolutionary biology is how the diverse body plans of the animal kingdom formed and 
were modified genetically. Many alterations to the body plan are associated with altered patterns of Hox gene 



expression across diverse taxa, yet most phenotypes are generally caused by more than one chromosomal 
region, suggesting that the alterations to Hox gene expression may be accompanied by other changes 
throughout the genome. Here, we describe a microevolutionary instance of body plan divergence in which 
alterations occur at multiple tiers within a gene network. Drosophila yakuba and D. santomea are two recently 
diverged species that exhibit a drastic difference in body color. Using introgression mapping, transgenic 
reporter constructs and gene expression assay, we determined that the D. santomea ebony gene has derived 
a transposon insertion in its transcriptional silencer that contributed to the pigmentation loss. In addition, our 
introgression studies identified the Hox gene Abdominal-B (Abd-B) as a second contributing locus. Abd-B 
specifies the segmental identity of posterior body segments, and is a direct regulator of the pigment-producing 
gene yellow. Analysis of Abd-B expression in introgression lines strongly suggest that changes in the Abd-B 
regulatory region contribute to the phenotype, a finding confirmed through testing of reciprocal hemizygotic 
mutants induced by CRISPR/Cas9. Our results demonstrate how body plan evolution can be directly ascribed 
to a Hox gene, and reveal how additional loci cooperate in the divergence of body plan-regulated networks. 

2:00 CANCELLED 
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1:15 A Comparison of Diving Behaviors Between Seals And Sea Lions In A Zoological Setting 
Caitlin Smith* (Kutztown University), Wendy Ryan 
 
Phocids (true seals) and otariids (fur seals and sea lions) are semi-aquatic marine mammals collectively 
known as pinnipeds. As mammals they must surface to respire, thereby avoiding the development of hypoxia. 
In the wild, diving behaviors differ between phocids and otariids, with phocids demonstrating longer dive 
durations. The goal of this project was to assess whether these differences are also exhibited by 
representative pinnipeds in a controlled environment. Objectives include analyzing differences based on 
family, species, size, sex, time of day, and season. Species observed were northern fur seals, harbor seals, 
and Steller sea lions. Data collection occurred once every six to eight weeks from March 2011 through 
December 2014. Respiratory frequency was recorded during five minute rotating focal observations, while dive 
durations were measured at three intervals throughout the day. Preliminary analysis indicates a longer 
submergence for phocids at 93 s versus 36 s for otariids, while otarrids demonstrated a greater surfacing 
frequency 9.3 events/5 min versus 3.4/5 min for phocids. These differences between families were significant 
in terms of both dive duration (F(1, 406) =272, p=3.3E-47) and surfacing events per five-minute focal period 
(F(1, 1434) =187, p=4.9E -40). The maximum dive duration of each species reported in the literature is much 
longer than what was recorded here, however the overall trends match, suggesting that at least some innate 
behaviors are retained in the controlled environment, even without external pressures such as foraging and 
predation. 

1:30 Frequency of arthropod water stress across urban, suburban, and undeveloped habitats in a 
cool, mesic climate 
Jamie Beckler* (Bowling Green State University), Haley Ingram, Nadejda Mirochnitchenko, Kevin 
McCluney 
 
Water availability alters community composition and structure by increasing food consumption to meet water, 
rather than energy or nutrient, demands. In cool, mesic regions, urbanization decreases water availability and 
increases temperature, but it is unknown if this alters the frequency or severity of arthropod water stress, 
which could be important for pest management. Towards this goal, we examined the effects of local 
temperature and water availability on terrestrial arthropod water stress by observing the frequency with which 
arthropods were using wet and dry water pillows (pouches filled with a polymer that holds water). We made 
our observations on pillows placed in trees or on the ground, at both sites with high and low impervious 
surface in a small and large city in NW OH between June and August, 2014. We compared these observations 
to those at high and low elevation at a nearby undeveloped oak-savannah.  
 
Arthropods were more commonly found on wet and dry water pillows in a low-impervious surface public park 



(M±SE = 18.46±4.13%) than in an adjacent collection of street trees surrounded by impervious surface 
(5.77±1.29%). At the low-impervious park, arthropods were found more frequently on wet than dry water 
pillows (Wet: 26.15±5.87%, Dry: 10.77±3.48%). This was also true for the high-impervious street trees, but the  
frequency of occurrence was much lower (Wet: 7.69±2.81%, Dry: 3.85±1.72%). Our data suggests that 
terrestrial arthropods regularly experienced water stress in this environment, which could impact distribution 
and abundance. 

1:45 Relationship between immune function and sexual selection in a wolf spider 
Rachel Gilbert* (University of Cincinnati), Richard Karp, George W. Uetz 
 
Ground-active wolf spiders must combat constant exposure to soil-dwelling parasites and pathogens, as well 
as the potential for exposure from food and water sources. As a consequence, these spiders have developed 
an effective innate immune system. The encapsulation response has been shown to be a good measure of 
immune function in spiders and other invertebrates, since the amount of melanization which forms around a 
parasite or pathogen can be quantified. In this study, we evaluate the viability of this method in examining the 
impact of bacterial infection on a terrestrial wolf spider species, Schizocosa ocreata. This species has 
energetically-costly multimodal courtship, which has been shown previously to be negatively impacted by 
bacterial infection as a juvenile. We found that males who had been previously exposed to a bacterial 
pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa in the laboratory as juveniles had significantly higher adult immune 
function than those who had not been previously exposed to a pathogen. In addition, adult tuft size (secondary 
sexual character) was significantly correlated with adult immune function within males who had not previously 
been exposed to a pathogen. We also found that energetically costly courtship behavior significantly reduced 
male immune response, and that males with relatively larger tufts are better able to sustain an immune 
response after courtship. This supports the assumption that secondary sex characters enforce signal honesty 
by being good indicators of overall male health. 

2:00 Assessing Animal Coloration – Spectrophotometers, Digital Photography, and the Human Visual 
System 
Zach Bergeron* (UIUC) 
 
Anthropocentric methods for capturing color information (like field guides and digital photographs) are 
frequently used to evaluate animal coloration, especially for birds. But little research has been conducted to 
determine (1) how these methods might differ in representing the true colors of an animal and (2) if these 
differences are biologically relevant to what the animal perceives. This is of special concern for species with 
visual systems significantly different from ours, like the tetrachromatic systems of birds. This research 
ultimately aims to answer the question of whether these methods are appropriate for use in color and vision 
research. Digital photographs and spectra from field guide images were compared against spectra of 
preserved bird specimens to determine how well they describe the colors actually present, first via straight 
comparison and then within the context of a specific visual model. Field guide images and digital photography 
was found to capture the important variation in red and yellow color patches while not representing blue color 
patches as well. Even with capturing the important variation in red and yellow patches, when evaluated within 
an avian visual model, nearly all field guide images appeared notably different from the actual bird. 
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1:15 Diet Ecology of Four Sympatric Gar Species (Family Lepisosteidae) in Clarks River, Kentucky 
Bradley Richardson* (Murray State University), Michael Flinn 
 
During the past decade, efforts to reintroduce alligator gar (Atractosteus spatula) to the Lower Mississippi 
River basin have resulted in the early success of low density populations. To ensure the production of 
sustainable populations of alligator gar, continued monitoring is critical. The reintroduction of alligator gar to 
western Kentucky, places the species into a system from which it was absent for more than 50 years and is 
occupied by three other native gar species: longnose gar (Lepisosteus osseus), shortnose gar (L. 
platostomus), and spotted gar (L. oculatus).  The objective of this study was to compare diets of these four 
species within Clarks River, Kentucky. Prey items were collected from stomachs and identified to lowest 



taxonomic resolution possible. Fish prey were comprised primarily of shad (Clupeidae), freshwater drum 
(Sciaenidae), and sunfishes (Centrarchidae). Longnose gar were found to be the most specialized of the gar 
species. Alligator and Spotted gars displayed the most generalized diet. A high degree of overlap occurred 
between all four species, particularly Alligator Gar. The interactions of these sympatric gar species and their 
prey are important for reintroduction success and efforts for alligator gar in western Kentucky. 

1:30 Initial endogenous spatial structure alters establishment and community composition of native 
tallgrass prairie restoration. 
David Hall* (University of Kansas), Bryan Foster 
 
Tallgrass prairie restorations often fail to reestablish plant diversity seen in undisturbed prairies. Existing 
theoretical work and empirical studies suggest that endogenous spatial structure may allow coexistence of 
plant species that would otherwise undergo competitive exclusion. The goal of our study is to determine if 
spatially explicit planting strategies can be used to improve the establishment of native  plants in prairie 
restorations and in doing so explore the consequences of spatial structure for species coexistence and 
community assembly. We established 25 replicate prairie restorations that varied only the initial spatial 
distribution of species within each restoration. Spatial sowing treatments ranged from uniform to highly 
structured monospecific species aggregates. Additionally, three treatments were included that aggregate four-
species mixtures into patches based on functional group classifications to vary the amount of functional 
complementarity between interacting species. 
Three years after restoration, results show that manipulations of initial spatial structure have not yet affected 
species richness (S), Shannon diversity (H’) or evenness (H’/lnS) in restorations. However, spatial structure 
has altered species composition and sown plant cover. Intra-specific aggregation decreases the establishment 
success of all sown functional groups and spatially uniform planting tends to favor dominant functional groups. 
Initial spatial structure can alter the community composition of restorations and may affect the success of 
multiple restoration goals. 

1:45 Filling in information gaps of the Eastern Massasauga: a range-wide analysis 
Eric T. Hileman* (Northern Illinois University), Richard B. King, Lisa J. Faust 
 
The Eastern Massasauga (Sistrurus catenatus) is a federal candidate species for listing under the U.S. 
Endangered Species Act. Its distribution is centered on the Great Lakes region where it is recognized as state 
endangered or of special concern (U.S.) and threatened (Canada). Conservation efforts have been hampered 
by information gaps in geographic variation of Eastern Massasauga demography, life history, and hibernation 
phenology. Unfortunately, long‐term quantitative data necessary for estimating these parameters are available 
from only two studies representing the northern and southern range limits for the species where climate 
extremes may drive life history traits. The current study is near the center of the massasaugas' range (Cass 
County, MI), and is characterized by more intermediate climatic conditions. Results from this collaboration 
between Northern Illinois University, Lincoln Park Zoo, the Eastern Massasauga Rattlesnake Species Survival 
Plan, the Edward Lowe Foundation, more than 15 accredited zoos, seven universities, and two wildlife 
agencies will address these data gaps and inform Eastern Massasauga management by providing 1) critically 
needed demographic estimates from a centrally located population and sensitivity analysis of these estimates 
to assess their relative importance to conservation efforts, 2) a range‐wide synthesis to evaluate latitudinal 
variation in life history traits, and 3) a predictive hibernation ingress/egress model to assist managers in 
minimizing mortality during ground‐disturbing land management activities. 

2:00 Reclamation of Ohio's Abandoned Mine Lands: An Opportunity for Native Bee Conservation? 
Jessi Wallace* (Ohio State University), Karen Goodell 
 
Reclamation of former mine lands creates pockets of long-standing grassland habitat in a predominantly 
forested region that may act as resource islands for local plants and wildlife.  In particular, reclamations may 
provide critical habitat for native bee conservation and contribute to the stability of local pollination services. In 
this study I will determine: (1) which flowers are most valuable to bees in mine-impacted areas, (2) to what 
extent bees rely on resources from reclamation habitat, and (3) if reclamations increase in value to bees over 
time.  In summer 2014 I monitored 24 sentinel bumble bee colonies on 12 reclaimed surface mines (aged 2-



25+ years). I also considered the effect of surrounding landscape on floral resource availability, bee foraging, 
and colony productivity at four spatial scales. New queen production, as well as colony weight, were positively 
correlated with floral richness and abundance. However, overall colony size was not related to reclamation 
age, likely because bumble bees’ broad foraging ranges allow them to utilize adjacent habitats as well. Male 
and queen production were weakly associated with site age. Floral community composition was strongly 
influenced by percent forest, crop, and pasture in the surrounding landscape. Next, I will analyze pollen 
samples from foragers and from nest materials to assess bee foraging preferences in reclamations and 
adjacent habitats. Tracking which wildflowers bees rely on in mine-impacted landscapes will allow us to 
recommend to reclamation project managers practices that encourage native pollinators. 
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1:15 Quantitative assay demonstrates continuous variation in aggregative tendency within and 
between pine sawfly species (genus Neodiprion) 
John W. Terbot II* (University of Kentucky), Catherine Linnen 
 
Aggregative behavior is one of the most common social behaviors in the animal kingdom. However, a 
comprehensive understanding of why some species aggregate and others do not, including closely related 
species, has not yet been achieved. Because they vary in larval gregariousness and are experimentally 
tractable, pine sawflies in the genus Neodiprion (Hymenoptera: Diprionidae), a Holarctic group of 
approximately 50 species, provide an excellent model for understanding the evolution of feeding aggregations. 
To date, larval behaviors have been described qualitatively, with species categorized as either gregarious or 
solitary. However, our preliminary observations do not support this discrete categorization; instead, larval 
behavior appears to vary continuously from highly solitary to highly gregarious. To describe this variation, we 
developed a simple and effective assay to quantify the tendency for sawfly larvae to aggregate. We applied 
this assay to: (1) different larval instars from a single population, (2) different populations from a single 
species, and (3) different species. We were able to detect significant differences within and between species 
that have all been classified as “gregarious”. When coupled with additional trait and environmental data and 
analyzed with phylogenetic comparative methods, these quantitative behavioral measures will enable us to 
test competing hypotheses about the evolution of feeding aggregations. More generally, our results suggest 
that this assay could be used to quantify differences in larval gregariousness for a wide range of species. 

1:30 Behavioral responses of male and female wolf spiders to conspecific acoustic signals 
Alexander Sweger* (University of Cincinnati), Corey Vaughn, George Uetz 
 
Vibration is an important part of the sensory world in spiders, and many species have adapted vibration as a 
major part of their conspecific communication. While nearly all male wolf spiders produce vibrations during 
courtship, the “purring” wolf spider, Gladicosa gulosa, also produces an airborne acoustic signal in conjunction 
with its vibratory display. However, with limited previous research on this species, the evolutionary and 
behavioral significance of this component remains unknown. Given that spiders are not known to possess 
sensory structures for directly perceiving airborne sound, this raises a key question - do males or females of 
this species respond to conspecific acoustic cues? We measured responses of male and female G. gulosa to 
isolated acoustic signals under various conditions. Individuals were placed in an anechoic chamber on either a 
vibrating (paper) or non-vibrating (granite) substrate and presented with one of three stimuli- no stimulus, a 
neutral acoustic stimulus (white noise), or the airborne component of a male conspecific signal. We then 
measured individual movement patterns and relevant behaviors. We found significant differences in 
phonotaxis, movement patterns, and association with the stimulus based on the type of stimulus presented. 
Responses also varied by sex and the vibratory capacity of the substrate. While the mechanism through which 
these signals may be perceived remains unknown, these results suggest that acoustic signaling may have a 
role in the communication network in this species.  

1:45 Does familiarity vary with social status in a highly social fish? 
Elizabeth Hoskins* (The Ohio State University), Ian Hamilton 
 
Familiarity is a cognitive ability in which an individual can recognize another conspecific that they have 



interacted with before. If an individual can identify familiar individuals, then they could alter their behavioral 
response based on past interactions. For example, an individual may be more aggressive towards unfamiliar 
individuals compared to familiar individuals in which they have had positive interactions with in the past. 
Familiarity has been shown in Neolamprologus pulcher, but how social rank influences an individual’s behavior 
towards familiar conspecifics has not been investigated. We predicted that fish will be more likely to recognize 
individuals of higher social status, as these have a strong influence on their fitness. We tested whether mid-
ranking N. pulcher showed differences in the behaviors performed towards or time spent near familiar vs. size-
matched unfamiliar individuals based on the familiar individual’s position in the social hierarchy. We found that 
mid-ranking females spent more time near high-ranking unfamiliar females compared to high-ranking familiar 
females. Mid-ranking females did not show a difference in time spent near familiar vs. unfamiliar individuals of 
other ranks.  Mid-ranking males did not show any difference in time spent with familiar vs. unfamiliar fish of 
any rank. The lack of differential behavior could because the fish could not distinguish between familiar and 
unfamiliar individuals. Alternatively, the mid-raking fish could have altered their behavior in response to the 
behaviors of the familiar and unfamiliar fish. 

2:00 Nocturnal Desertions and Initiation of Dawn Activity in Female House Wrens (Troglodytes aedon) 
Kara Bowers* (Albion College), Dale E. Kennedy, Douglas White 
 
Dawn chorus of male songbirds is well studied, but little is known about the early morning activities of female 
birds and the factors that affect the time an incubating female first leaves her nest.  House Wrens (Troglodytes 
aedon) are diurnal songbirds, and most incubating female wrens remain on their nests all night and then leave 
sometime between civil twilight and sunrise, when there is enough light to begin foraging.  However, if 
disturbed by nocturnal predators, incubating females exhibit temporary desertion in the night and may not 
return to their nests until civil twilight.  Around civil twilight, there is a minimum level of illumination sufficient for 
wrens to move about but not forage.  I hypothesized that male House Wrens would begin singing and that 
nocturnally displaced females would return to their nests when there was sufficient light to move around.  I 
also predicted that undisturbed females would not leave their nests until after males begin singing, when there 
was sufficient light to begin foraging.  In the summer of 2014, I monitored nest attendance, gaps in nocturnal 
incubation, and male singing of House Wrens at Whitehouse Nature Center.  I used iButton™ temperature 
sensors to record the start and end times of gaps in nocturnal incubation and the morning departure times of 
female House Wrens.  I found that nocturnally displaced females do indeed return around the time of dawn 
chorus (average for female return = 23 min before sunrise) and that undisturbed females leave their nests 
later (average = 10 min after sunrise).   
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2:30 Sensitivity to resource quality and links to dormancy in Daphnia pulicaria 
John Crawford* (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) Spencer Hall, Carla Cáceres 
 
Trade-offs are often invoked to explain the maintenance of variation in populations, yet how do ecological and 
evolutionary processes interact to maintain this diversity? Resources often vary spatially and temporally 
across habitats and the ability of species or individuals to use those resources also varies in many cases. In 
the case of intraspecific variation in ability to use resources, this diversity may be maintained through a power-
efficiency trade-off in which powerful genotypes grow and reproduce quickly on high-quality resources while 
efficient genotypes maintain positive growth and reproduction on comparatively lower-quality resources. While 
this trade-off has been supported at the interspecific level, our experiment deals with variation at the 
intraspecific level and across multiple populations. As ability to use resources influences fitness and resource 
quality predictably declines throughout the season, we predict that sensitivity to resources will influence 



likelihood of dormancy investment, as a bet-hedging strategy. 

2:45 Male Mate Choice for Unparasitized Females in Drosophila melanogaster 
Tyler Wittman* (Northern Illinois University) Kenneth Fedorka 
 
Parasite-mediated sexual selection theory suggests that females may choose male partners who possess a 
relatively low pathogen load in order to maximize their reproductive investment (e.g. by avoiding pathogens or 
producing pathogen-resistant offspring). However, males might also maximize their reproductive investment 
by preferring unparasitized females; even in non-sex-role-reversed systems where female choice 
predominates. We address this hypothesis in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster where female choice plays 
a major selective role. Females in this system exhibit reduced fecundity when parasitized, creating the 
opportunity for simultaneous parasite-mediated male choice. To address our hypothesis, virgin females were 
either prick-injected with a sub-lethal dose of the gram-negative bacteria Pseudomonas aeuginosa (pricked-
parasitized group, PP), prick-injected with sterile media (pricked-unparasitized group, PU) or unpricked and 
unparasitized (UU group). Twenty-four hours post-infection, females were decapitated to minimize the 
confounding effects of female behavior on male preference (decapitated females will stand upright, but lack 
reproductive behavior). Males were then assigned to one of two different two-choice trials (experiment A: PU 
versus UU females or experiment B: PP versus UU females) and their courtship behavior monitored. In 
experiment A, males exhibited no courtship preference for either female. However, experiment B males 
preferentially courted UU females more often than PP females. These results suggest that males prefer 
unparasitized mates. 

3:00 Linking predator life history trade-offs to levels of stability in predator-prey dynamics using a 
Daphnia-algae model system 
Ryan Wenkus* (DePaul University) Jalene LaMontagne 
 
Experimental studies show how extrinsic factors like food availability and quality, predation, and abiotic factors 
influence the performance of individuals and population dynamics. However, the intrinsic structure of 
populations which also affect population dynamics, such as stage or size structure, maturation time, and trade-
offs between offspring number and size are much more difficult to manipulate and therefore understand. I 
used a Daphnia pulex-algae system and a novel experimental approach to explore how manipulating an 
intrinsic factor of predator populations, specifically maturation time via an offspring size-number trade-off, 
influence prey availability and prey quality in a coupled system, and the feedbacks and dynamics between life 
history traits and predator-prey populations. I directly manipulated Daphnia population structure by removing 
all small juveniles after birth and manually replacing them with larger juveniles. Daphnia population size, 
biomass and stage structure, and water carbon, phosphorus and chlorophyll a content were compared 
between control and manipulated treatments. Results to date show low quality algae in manipulated 
populations while control populations contained a low quantity of algae. Therefore, two alternate states may 
exist where one state is characterized by low quality - high algal biomass and low Daphnia biomass, and the 
other has high quality - low algal biomass and high Daphnia biomass. Results from this experiment may 
determine a link between predator life history traits and prey quality in a dynamic system. 

3:15 Effect of immune challenge at varied life history stages on male courtship song in a cricket 
Xinci Tan* (University of Minnesota Twin Cities), Dave Sukharan, Elizabeth Bastiaans, Marlene Zuk 
 
Male crickets attract females by singing a species-specific song. A different song, called courtship song, is 
used at close range, and may indicate a male’s individual characteristics in addition to his species identity. 
Earlier work found that female crickets preferred longer courtship songs with longer trills and shorter intervals 
between pulses. At the same time, males with longer trills seem to pay a price via a less vigorous immune 
response and lower sperm viability. This supports observations from other studies that there is a tradeoff 
between immunity and reproductive effort. Because older crickets may be more likely than younger crickets to 
invest more energy into attracting mates than on sustaining themselves, we expect that the older crickets 
would sing songs with longer trills and shorter intervals as compared to younger crickets. Our research centers 
on the study of the Pacific Field Cricket, Teleogryllus oceanicus, and how its courtship song changes when 
immune challenged at different life stages. Using these results, we can then evaluate how the crickets’ 



resource allocation strategies vary during development to maximize individual fitness, the two major factors of 
which are reproduction and individual survival. 
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2:30 Forget the slope: Tradeoff intercept drives evolution and densities during epidemics 
Jason Walsman* (Indiana University) Jason Walsman, Spencer Hall, Alex Strauss 
 
Eco-evolutionary models of disease systems with tradeoffs between disease and life history traits often 
consider complex biology and non-linear tradeoffs. But complex theory can de-emphasize fundamental 
insights. A simple model incorporating a linear tradeoff, however, provides reveals significant under-developed 
theory. Inspired by the Daphnia-Metschnikowia system, we consider a population with a linear fecundity-
susceptibility tradeoff, an enemy population, and a host resource, e.g. algae. Though slopes of tradeoffs are 
normally considered, the fecundity-axis intercept determines whether or not the environment is essentially 
“good” or “harsh” for hosts. This fixes whether selection favors fecund hosts or resistant hosts and how 
evolution shapes this system. Further, we investigate how more complex life history, such as an infected 
class, modifies these results. The intercept of the tradeoff drives the system behavior. Slope, which reflects 
the cost of resistance, is less important. Even if resistance is nearly free, a small intercept dictates that hosts 
will evolve increased susceptibility. A large intercept means hosts can tolerate a “harsh” environment and will 
degrade the environment until it is harsh, favoring resistant hosts. A small intercept means hosts can’t survive 
a “harsh” environment and the system will develop a “good” environment, favoring fecund hosts. Thus, the 
intercept shapes system behavior. Many of our results are robust to life history complexity while a few are 
qualitatively altered. 

2:45 Experimental Evolution of Reduced Antagonism: A role for host-parasite coevolution 
Kayla Mitman* (Indiana University) Amanda Gibson, Ian Gelarden, Curt Lively, Lev Morran, Levi 
 
The manner in which species interact ranges from antagonism to mutualism, and transitions along this 
gradient readily occur. Using the nematode host Caenorhabditis elegans and its virulent bacterial parasite 
Serratia marcescens, we used an experimental evolution scheme to determine if coevolution contributes to the 
transition from high to low antagonism. We did so by comparing transitions in the fitness of infected hosts and 
the virulence of parasites after evolution under regimes in which players evolved independently or concurrently 
(i.e. possible coevolution). We found that reduced antagonism between experimental host and parasite 
populations evolved only when host and parasite evolved concurrently. Our results strongly suggest 
coevolution as the driving force underlying transitions in antagonism between interacting species.   

3:00 An assessment of aquatic macroinvertebrates in waterbodies endemic for Buruli ulcer in Benin, 
Africa. 
Kevin Perkins* (Xavier University) Kevin Perkins, Esai Anagonou, Heather Jordan, Jess Recker, Kacie 
Hoyt, Pam Small, Mollie McIntosh 
 
Buruli Ulcer (BU) is an understudied infectious disease, caused by the bacterium Mycobacterium ulcerans, 
and is endemic to West and Central Africa. The bacterium produces a lipid toxin that destroys skin and 
subcutaneous tissue, resulting in ulcers. The mode of transmission is unknown, but predacious aquatic insects 
of the families Belostomatidae and Naucoridae (Order: Hemiptera) have been suggested as potential vectors 
of the causative bacteria. Few comprehensive analyses of macroinvertebrate communities in endemic regions 
have been conducted. The main objectives of this study were to assess temporal variation among 
macroinvertebrate taxa and to compare aquatic communities between waterbodies with high and low 
endemicity for BU.  Four waterbodies, frequently used by local residents, were selected from rural areas of the 
Lalo commune located in the southwestern region of Benin, Africa.  Four standardized macroinvertebrate 
samples were collected from each waterbody in June 2012. Samples were also collected from one of the 
endemic sites in June 2012, May 2013, December 2013, and May 2014. All samples were preserved and then 
identified in the laboratory.  Preliminary results suggest the presence of Hemiptera in both high and low 
endemic waterbodies. However, frequency and abundance of Belostomatidae and Naucoridae varied over 
time and among sites. These results will be used to better assess biting Hemipteran’s role as vectors of M. 



ulcerans, characterize the disease potential of water bodies and aid in disease prevention. 

3:15 Slow and Steady Wins the Race-- Or Does It? An Evolutionary Arms Race 
Kim Krzebiot* (Loyola University Chicago) Alexandria Cooper, Monica Janeczek, Siobhan Watkins, 
Catherine Putonti 
 
While many of the viral species causing disease in humans have compact, small genomes, the scientific 
community has been recently inundated with discoveries of novel giant viruses. These larger genomes (up to 
2.5Mbp) often correspond to generation times on the order of hours (relative to minutes). How these larger 
viruses persist and proliferate amidst more expedient, adaptable competitors is unexplored. The 
bacteriophages PhiKZ and PP7 both infect the same host Pseudomonas aeruginosa, providing the unique 
opportunity to compete the large (280Kbp) dsDNA PhikZ against the smaller (3.5Kbp) ssRNA PP7. 
Bacteriophages are viruses that infect bacterial cells and provide a model system for exploring viral evolution 
in action. PP7 has a generation time of about 12 minutes contrary to PhiKZ’s 2.5 hours. We infected P. 
aeruginosa with PP7 and PhiKZ simultaneously and observed their population changes over time. We focused 
on two separate time frames, recording observations throughout each. The short and long term competitions 
spanned 24 hours and 10 days respectively. Due to a smaller physical size, rapid life cycles, and the 
increased likelihood of mutation and adaptation of RNA, we initially hypothesized that PP7 would be more 
successful than PhiKZ. Our data, however, suggests the contrary – PhiKZ is out-competing the ssRNA virus. 
Our research and this presentation aim to discuss these unexpected results and how this will contribute to our 
current understanding of phage adaptation. 
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2:30 Ecotype by Environment interactions drive microbiome community assembly in Panicum 
virgatum (Switchgrass) 
Briana K. Whitaker* (Indiana University), Keith Clay 
 
Foliar fungal endophytes are a ubiquitous and asymptomatic microbiome of plants. However, a core question 
in the field of host-associated microbiomes, such as for fungal endophytes, is whether microbes preferentially 
colonize certain host ecotypes or genotypes, reflecting some degree of co-adaptation in the symbioses, or 
whether community assembly is simply a byproduct of microbial source type and availability within the local 
environment. In order to explore this question, replicate plant hosts from three locally-adapted plant 
populations (i.e. ecotypes) of the native grass Panicum virgatum (Switchgrass) were first propagated under 
controlled greenhouse conditions and then transplanted at three field sites across the Midwest in a reciprocal 
transplant experimental design. We found that the fungal endophyte microbiome varied as a function of both 
host ecotype and environment. Specifically, the environment of the host plants had the greatest effect on total 
fungal colonization frequency and community diversity. Community structural analyses showed that the 
endophyte microbiome across host plants was driven by a host ecotype by environment interaction. NMDS 
ordination and visualization shows that environmental site of the host plants most strongly drives these 
community structure changes. However, the three ecotypes hosted structurally distinct microbial communities, 
particularly at the tallgrass prairie and riparian sites. These results indicate that community assembly in the 
fungal endophyte microbiome of Switchgrass is driven by both environmental and genetic controls. 

2:45 Environmental factors are greater than frequent disturbance in driving epilithic biofilm 
succession  
Jennifer M Lang* (University of Dayton), Ryan McEwan, Eric Benbow 
 
Stream epilithic biofilms are complex microbial communities found on inorganic surfaces and are frequently 
described using successional patterns. We investigated epilithic biofilm succession throughout the autumn 
season, and hypothesized that biofilms grown in late autumn would have increased biomass and different 
communities than biofilms in early autumn. Biofilms established in early autumn were expected to converge to 
reflect late autumn biofilms by the end of the season due to changes in environmental factors; however in 
response to frequent spate events, we predicted that frequent disturbance would disrupt succession and mask 
the affect of environmental factors. Biofilms grown in late autumn initially had increased biomass compared to 



early autumn biofilms as predicted, but the first spate event eliminated the difference. When comparing 
primary succession of late autumn biofilms to secondary succession of early autumn established biofilm, 
established biofilms had significantly greater biomass (t-test, p < 0.05), but the difference was eradicated by 
the third spate event. The bacterial community profiles of established late autumn biofilms grouped more 
closely with the late autumn biofilms in ordination, but each date tended to group together. Biofilm type, date, 
and their interaction significantly influenced community composition (PERMANOVA, p < 0.001). This indicates 
that the environmental factors were more important than frequent disturbance and suggests that the change in 
environmental conditions supported alternative communities reflecting alternative stable states. 

3:00 The effects of caffeine-laden wastewater effluent on linked stream and riparian food webs 
Melanie Marshall* (Bowling Green State University)  Nadejda Mirochnitchenko, Kevin McCluney 
 
Background/Methods: 
Caffeine is one of the most frequent and highly concentrated contaminants found in wastewater effluent. Data 
regarding effects of caffeine on individual species is beginning to accumulate but effects on species 
interactions, food webs, and aquatic-terrestrial linkages are largely unknown. Caffeine-mediated changes in 
aquatic ecosystems could cascade into neighboring riparian ecosystems, via changes in fluxes and quality of 
emergent insects.  
To begin examining these possible effects, we compared benthic and water quality samples up and 
downstream of wastewater inputs in three locations within the Portage River watershed, a tributary of Lake 
Erie in western Ohio. To supplement this comparison, we took water quality measurements at nine additional 
sites in this watershed. 
Conclusions/Results: 
We found consistently high concentrations of caffeine at all sampling sites, suggesting saturation of caffeine 
contamination throughout the watershed. Members of seven orders of arthropod were present in the benthic 
invertebrate samples from these sites. However, we found very similar communities when comparing 
upstream sites with downstream sites. No significant differences in diversity, richness, or abundance were 
found. Considering the uniformly high concentrations of caffeine, the lack of a difference in the biotic 
community is unsurprising. In the future, we plan to make comparisons to low-caffeine reference sites, gain 
larger sample sizes, and examine potential responses of particular components of both aquatic and riparian 
food webs. 

3:15 Sustainable alternatives to conventional pesticides: a meta-anaysis of brassica biofumigation  
Rachel Fletcher* (Xavier University) Kathryn Morris 
 
The plant genus, Brassica, is renowned for its glucosinolate production. Brassicas can be employed in crop 
rotation to increase yield and reduce pathogens in the soil. When brassica tissue is damaged, glucosinolates 
react with myrosinase enzymes producing isothiocyanates. These toxic isothiocyanates volatilize and fumigate 
the soil. Thus, simply tilling brassicas into the soil after harvest has become a recognized method of pathogen 
control. Certainly, there is much scientific literature published on this topic. However, there has not been a 
comprehensive analysis prepared from this data. Since harsh pesticides such as methyl bromide are soon to 
be illegal, this meta-analysis will provide a quantitative analysis of the effectiveness of various methods of 
biofumigation. This study has examined the effects of species, dosage, exposure time and pathogen type on 
the efficiency of brassica biofumigation. A comprehensive evaluation of 314 experiments has been collected 
and analyzed for this purpose.  
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2:30 Drivers of morphological diversity in P. leucopus populations of northern Michigan 
Joseph Baumgartner* (Miami University), Susan Hoffman 
 
How a species responds to climate change is likely to be a major determinant of future success. Short-term 
responses to a changing environment may be accomplished via plastic development rather than genetic 
adaptation. For populations of white-footed mice (Peromyscus leucopus) in Michigan’s Lower Peninsula, 



cranial shape is expected to have an effect on fitness at the individual level due to its importance for both 
feeding and sensory input. The baseline level of cranial shape diversity for P. leucopus is unknown, and it is 
also not known what factors may contribute to this diversity. I hypothesize that ecological effects such as 
forest type and presence of a congener will have a relationship with the morphology of the skull via plasticity, 
regardless of underlying genetic variation. In this study three populations of P. leucopus in different ecological 
circumstances are compared; the ecological scenarios correspond to forest type (boreal or temperate) and the 
presence of congeneric P. maniculatus gracilis. Genetic and morphometric data were collected from mice 
sampled at Cheboygan (boreal, P. m. gracilis present), Montmorency (boreal, P. m. gracilis absent), and 
Livingston (temperate, P. m. gracilis absent) populations. Genetic and shape data were analyzed using 
pairwise statistics, and categorical regressions were used to determine the effect of population, forest type, 
and/or presence of a congener on morphology. This study provides a mechanistic view of how small mammals 
respond to climate change and on the diversity of plastic development in wild populations. 

2:45 Developmental Transcriptome for a Facultatively Eusocial Bee, Megalopta genalis 
Beryl M. Jones* (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), William T. Wcislo, Gene E. Robinson 
 
One remarkable feature of the eusocial insects is their extreme phenotypic plasticity, with reproductive division 
of labor between distinct queen and worker castes. While much is known regarding queen-worker 
differentiation in highly eusocial insects, we know little about how reproductive division of labor evolved across 
the multiple independent origins of eusociality. Here we report a developmental transcriptome for Megalopta 
genalis (Halictidae), a facultatively eusocial sweat bee, with individuals exhibiting either solitary or eusocial 
behavior within a single population. Mechanisms underpinning development and behavior in M. genalis may 
reflect those important in transitions between solitary and social reproduction. We present patterns of gene 
expression across developmental stages based on 40 sequenced individuals of M. genalis. Genes involved in 
a number of distinct biological processes are upregulated in each life stage, and transitions between life 
stages include shifts in overrepresented GO categories. Dominant processes during early life stages (embryo 
and larval) include transcription and metabolism, and both Wnt signaling and the p53 pathways are dominant 
in the embryonic stage. In the transition from pupa to adult, a shift to neurobiological system processes in the 
brain and lipid metabolism in the abdominal tissues is observed, highlighting the disparate functions of these 
adult tissues. Finally, we provide preliminary evidence for caste-specific gene expression in the brains and 
abdomens of adult females despite their behavioral flexibility. 

3:00 Insulin Signaling’s role in mediating nutrition-responsive growth in the polyphenic beetle 
Onthophagus Taurus 
Sofia Casasa* (Indiana University), Teiya Kijimoto, Armin Moczek 
 
The developmental and genetic mechanisms underlying phenotypic plasticity and their contribution to 
evolution are of major interests to biologists.  We are investigating the role of the insulin signaling pathway, 
known to link nutrition to growth in a wide range of organisms, in the ontogeny and evolution of polyphenic 
development in the beetle Onthophagus taurus.  In this species males exhibit a nutrition-sensitive male 
dimorphism in which high nutrition results in fully horned fighter males, whereas development under low 
nutrition conditions result in hornless sneaker males. Gene function analyses via RNA interference were done 
to study the role of two cardinal components of the insulin signaling pathway, the insulin receptor (InR, which 
promotes cell proliferation when activated by insulin in the presence of high nutrition), and FOXO (a growth 
inhibitor downstream of the insulin receptor which is activated during nutrient stress). Results to date suggest 
that knockdown phenotypes of either gene depend strongly on the developmental timing of knockdowns. 
Phenotypes range from no effect to differential - and in part substantial - alterations of appendage size, and in 
particular decreased as well as increased horn growth relative to body size. Taken together, our results 
suggest that the insulin signaling pathway plays a key role in regulating nutrition-dependent growth and horn 
polyphenism in Ontophagus taurus and possible many other taxa. 

3:15 Using sur-2 as a gateway to understanding EGF pathway interaction differences in nematodes 
Karley Mahalak* (The Ohio State University), Eddie Zitnik, Helen Chamberlin 
 
The EGF signaling pathway is necessary for proper development of most multicellular animals. We are 



studying the function of the EGF pathway in the context of vulval development in the Caenorhabditis genus to 
better understand evolutionary flexibility and constraints imposed by signaling pathways on the regulatory 
networks in which they participate.  Normal vulval development in the related species C. elegans and C. 
briggsae is essentially identical.  However, we have found a distinct difference by disrupting the pathway with 
both genetic mutations and MEK inhibitor U0126. We have found that disruption using U0126 in C. elegans 
results in the vulval precursor cells (VPCs) failing to become vulval cells, whereas C. briggsae animals still 
allow VPCs to mature into vulval cells.  Genetic mutants of sur-2, a component of the Mediator complex, show 
a similar difference between species.  Through further analysis of these phenotypic differences, we have used 
molecular markers to interpret the cell fate choices in both C. elegans and C. briggsae sur-2 mutants.  We find 
that mutants in both species are deficient in the development of primary cells (those that form the apex of the 
vulva) but differ on whether this defect interferes with the production of the lateral secondary cells (those that 
form the sides of the vulva). We interpret that the differences in sur-2 mutants uncovers a key distinction 
between species with respect to the connection between how these VPCs are set to respond to the EGF 
signal and the importance of EGF signaling in promoting the secondary cell fate.  
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2:30 Modularity and Host Discrimination in Symbioses 
Brian Steidinger* (Indiana University) 
 
Discriminating hosts can stabilize mutualism by preferentially allocating resources in modules colonized by 
mutualists and/or terminating resource allocation into modules colonized by cheaters (sanctions). When 
symbiotic services are costly, cheaters tend to outcompete mutualists when they are mixed within the same 
modules. However, preferential allocation and sanctions potentially offset this advantage by giving mutualists 
a competitive advantage among modules. We developed a meta-population model of module level 
discrimination to determine how mixed infection undermines the stability of mutualism. We find that as the 
number of partners per module increases, hosts must increase the amount of resources that are preferentially 
allocated in order to stabilize mutualism. Further, we demonstrate that the coexistence of mutualists and 
cheaters within a single host is not a general feature of discrimination with mixed infection; rather, it is possible 
only when preferential allocation is a saturating function of the number of mutualists in a module. Finally, we 
suggest how this model can be applied to various mutualisms.  

2:45 Ecological and Evolutionary Implications of Shared Genetic Networks in a Common Diffuse 
Mutualism of a Prairie Legume, Rhizobia, and Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi 
Julia Ossler* (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign) 
 
The cost and benefits of pairwise mutualisms can be impacted by the presence of third party species 
interacting with one or both partners. Multi-player interactions may change the strength of natural selection on 
these pairwise interactions. One underappreciated dimension of many tripartite interactions is overlapping 
genetic control in the host. Shared regulatory pathways underlie the interactions of legumes with both rhizobia 
and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF). Understanding the genetic architecture of plant responses to these 
symbionts is important in understanding the evolutionary outcomes of both mutualisms. If plant genetic 
variation exists in overlapping genetic regulatory pathways, then we expected to find positive phenotypic and 
genotypic correlations for the abundance of both symbionts in plants. To determine if there is an underlying 
genetic correlation between symbiotic traits in Chamaecrista. fasciculata, or if host symbiotic traits persist as 
an adaptive plastic response to the environment, dependent on soil nutrient conditions, we grew 75 half sib-
families (collected from a remnant prairie near Kankakee, IL) in both low and high phosphorous conditions in a 
greenhouse experiment. We measured host traits that are responsible for transferring and acquiring nutrient 
between each respected symbiont, including rhizobia nodule number and size and the total number of 
intraradical structures produced by AMF. Here we present our preliminary findings as well as future directions 
of the project. 

3:00 Symbiotic interactions influence development and survival in the dung beetle, Onthophagus 
gazelle 
Daniel Schwab* (Indiana University) Hailey E. Riggs, Irene L.G. Newton, Armin P. Moczek 



 
Host−microbiome interactions are ubiquitous in animal biology, but developmental relevance of these 
interactions is poorly understood. Here we explore the contribution of the microbiome to development and 
survival in the dung beetle, Onthophagus gazella. Onthophagus beetles feed on nutrient−poor dung, and may 
rely on their microbiome to digest dung during larval development. Recent work has shown that the 
Onthophagus microbiome can be vertically transmitted through the dung ball in which larvae develop to 
adulthood. In order to assess the functional relevance of this microbiome, we reared larvae under (a) sterile or 
non−sterile conditions, and replicated this approach for (b) low and high levels of an ecological stressor. 
Sterile reared larvae exhibit reduced adult size and take longer to develop to adulthood than non−sterile 
reared larvae. Under high stress conditions, we recover a strong effect on larval mortality: only a subset of 
non−sterile, but no sterile reared larvae, survive to adulthood. These results demonstrate that microbial 
symbioses are a critical component of the O. gazella developmental environment, and may buffer 
development under stressful environmental conditions. 

3:15 PhagePhisher: a method for the location of occult viral sequences in complex genomic datasets 
Thomas Hatzopoulos* (Loyola University Chicago) Siobhan Watkins, Catherine Putonti 
 
As the viral renaissance continues and researchers focus in greater depth on environmental viruses, it 
becomes clearer how complex a task it is to obtain meaningful viral information from large sequencing 
datasets. Problems surrounding this issue can be ascribed to both the genomic plasticity of viruses 
themselves as well as the scarcity of information in existing databases. PhagePhisher has been designed as a 
pipeline to extract relevant information from these datasets, and will improve the collection and study of 
bacteriophages, viruses, and virally-related sequences, in a range of environments.  
PhagePhisher was used successfully as part of a proof-of-concept study, and two experimental case studies. 
The proof-of-concept showed that it was possible to use the PhagePhisher pipeline for the separation of viral 
information from a mixture of reads from a phage isolated from the environment and its bacterial host.  
PhagePhisher resolves viral-related sequence which may be obscured by host DNA, or as a result of being 
imbedded in a host genome. It can be used to separate data both viral and bacterial in origin, which will enable 
more effective study of larger datasets produced by high throughput sequencing projects. PhagePhisher can 
be used with limited operator knowledge of bioinformatics, and therefore will be accessible to microbiologists 
on a larger scale. 
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2:30 Roots of Diversity: Do Soil Microbes Drive the Success of Prairie Restoration? 
Kim Elsenbroek* (Indiana University), Kayla Miller, Jay Lennon, and Heather Reynolds 
 
Anthropogenic disturbances have diminished the historic prairie to less than 5% of its original cover and 
threaten existing prairie, making prairie restoration an active area for research and land management. Despite 
management practices that simulate natural fire and nutrient regimes, many prairie plantings fail to establish 
as diverse, stable communities resistant to invasion. Soil microbes play critical roles in plant acquisition of 
limiting nutrients and interact with plants in numerous other ways.  Might the key to successful prairie 
restorations lie belowground with the soil microbial community?  We hypothesize that soil microbial 
composition and diversity drives the success or failure of prairie restorations. To test this hypothesis, we 
inoculated microcosms of 11 prairie plant species with live soil from stable, remnant prairie vs. successful or 
failed restorations, and measured plant community structure after 4 months of growth. We found higher 
productivity of late successional prairie plant species in the remnant-inoculated microcosms when compared 
to microcosms inoculated with soil from successful and failed restorations. Overall, these results support the 
idea that different soil communities support different aboveground communities and that understanding this 
interaction may be a key factor of future prairie restorations.  

2:45 Drought Disturbance Inhibits Community Recovery in Degraded Streams: Implications for 
Restoration and Management  
Scot Peterson* (Watershed Studies Institute), Howard Whiteman 
 



Restoring and managing degraded streams can be problematic in regions prone to drought. Using 
recolonization traps, we compared the recovery of invertebrate communities at two sites (Degraded and 
Reference) along an agriculturally impacted 3rd order stream in western Colorado, USA during two 
consecutive drought years (2012-2013). When compared to 2012, total abundance was reduced in traps open 
to upstream sources at both sites in 2013, despite an overall increase in natural community abundance at 
these sites, suggesting that diminished flow during the second drought year reduced potential colonizing 
individuals. Total drift abundance at the reference site significantly decreased during the second year of 
drought, supporting this hypothesis; in contrast, drift abundance did not change at the degraded site. Taxa 
composition of drifting invertebrates at the degraded site, however, shifted between years and became 
dominated by small-bodied invertebrates that were extremely rare in recolonization traps in 2013. Our results 
indicate that invertebrate communities in severely impacted stream reaches recover much slower than those 
from less degraded ones and reduced flows may inhibit restoration efforts during times of drought. 

3:00 Spatio-temporal patterns in beaver pond complexes as habitat for Eastern Spotted Newts 
(Notophthalmus viridescens) in a hemlock-northern-hardwood zone in Western New York State  
Shannon Doherty* (Youngstown State University), Thomas P Diggins  
 
Amphibians are among the most threatened of animal groups, so understanding their habitat requirements is 
essential to their conservation. The Eastern Spotted Newt (Notophthalmus viridescens) strongly prefers 
shallow quiescent soft-bottomed habitat. An increasingly abundant and widespread source of such habitat in 
the Northeast has been beaver ponds. Within the 27K ha Allegany State Park, NY (our study site), there are 
now hundreds of active beaver sites among 1st – 4th-order streams. The main objective of this study is to 
determine the influence of size, age, and stability of beaver ponds on their use as spotted newt habitat. 
Georeferenced aerial and satellite imagery of four multi-pond beaver complexes are used to assess the 
spatio-temporal framework of ponds. Flow regime, sedimentary environment, and submerged/emergent 
vegetation are being described for each pond. Visual surveys of newts in shallow water within 1 m of shoreline 
are being used to estimate their use of habitat. Spatio-temporal dynamics of pond complexes are highly 
variable, with some perennially stable but others highly changeable. Spotted newts are clearly most abundant 
in shallow areas of soft sediments with plant debris, and rare on gravel bottoms. They are also most abundant 
in blind-ended coves and back-flooded feeder streams, but generally not along the backside of actual dams. 
Newts are entirely absent from fast-current gravel-bottom channels that form when dams are breached. 
Results thus far suggest newt densities are highest within the most stable of the studied pond complexes.  

3:15 Evaluating the decomposition and invertebrate colonization of CPOM in a previously restored 
headwater stream over a two year period  
Zach Nemec* (Hiram College), Jennifer M. Clark 
 
Stream restoration projects have increased over the last decade due to national assessments rating over half 
of U.S. streams as having poor biological conditions. Numerous restoration strategies have been implemented 
in an effort to improve the health of impaired streams but very few projects are monitored in the long-term and 
few document improvement of ecosystem function, biodiversity, and nutrient cycling in disturbed streams. The 
aim of this study was to assess changes in CPOM decomposition rate and colonization of invertebrates one 
and two years post-restoration. In the fall of 2013 (year one post-restoration), 75 artificial leaf packs were 
placed in the restored channel and pulled at two-week intervals over six weeks. This experiment was repeated 
during the fall of 2014, with 72 artificial leaf packs placed in the restored channel and 24 packs placed in an 
upstream reference site. Invertebrate species richness significantly increased from 6.6 ± 0.4 (mean ± 1 SE) in 
2013 to 14.4 ± 0.4 in 2014 (t-test, P<0.0001) while mass loss of CPOM significantly decreased from 2.32 g ± 
0.15 in 2013 to 1.15 g ± 0.10 in 2014 (t-test, P<0.0001). However, there was no significant correlation between 
species richness and CPOM mass loss, species richness and depth or velocity, or CPOM mass loss and 
depth. There was significant correlation between the CPOM mass loss and velocity (Pearson’s correlation, 
P=0.02). This study indicates that decomposition of CPOM did not improve but biodiversity of invertebrates did 
over two years post-restoration. 
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2:30 Behavioral responses to water stress in the wolf spider Schizocosa ocreata 
Samantha Herrmann* (The  Ohio State University), Samantha Herrmann, J. Andrew Roberts 
 
The wolf spider Schizocosa ocreata is a small-bodied wolf spider commonly found in deciduous leaf litter in 
central Ohio. As small-bodied invertebrates, S. ocreata may experience a variety of environmental stressors, 
including chemical stress, predator stress, and/or water stress. Water stress in particular is a problem in 
heterogeneous environments. Behavioral responses to water stress, or desiccation, can potentially mitigate 
the negative effects of stress. This study examines the effects of acute water stress on three basic behaviors: 
open field exploration, microhabitat selection, and response to perceived threat. These three behaviors were 
chosen to study as they are easily testable and essential to wolf spider survival and reproduction.  The 
knowledge gained from this study will not only help us understand how spiders are likely to respond to 
changes in their local environment, but may also reflect how spiders respond to stress generally.  

2:45 Effects of the Coqui Frog Call on Teleogryllus Oceanicus 
Libby Schmidtman* (University of Minnesota), Marlene Zuk, Susan Balenger, Mark Bee 
 
We seek to examine the effects of a recently introduced acoustically communicating species of frog on the 
reproductive behavior of female crickets. Eleutherodactylus coqui is a species of frog introduced to Hawaii 
from Puerto Rico in the 1980’s, and has since spread to over 275 sites (Woolbright et al. 2006). The frog’s 
populations are able to rapidly increase, due to a lack of natural predators as well as independence from water 
as they develop in terrestrial eggs. The population density of the coqui on the Big Island of Hawaii was found 
in the Woolbright study to be three times greater than densities found in Puerto Rico, with sound pressure 
levels of more than 70 dB, about as loud as speeding traffic. The frog is seemingly able to dominate the 
evening acoustics of the area it occupies, which overlaps with the field cricket on the island of Hilo. Its two-
note call consists of a personal locator “co” and a female attractor “qui”. However, the frog’s loud call and high 
population density has already begun to threaten quality of life for people. We seek to find whether 
Teleogryllus oceanicus populations are affected as a result of the frog’s loud call. Teleogryllus has already 
been found to change calling behavior when pressured by a parasitoid (Zuk et al. 2006, so it may be possible 
that a loud call in the same space may cause acoustic competition, as both species have peak calling hours in 
the evening after sunset (Narins and Capranica, 1978). A loud coqui call may have the potential to confuse a 
female cricket and disturb her ability to locate a calling male.  

3:00 Contest behavior between co-occurring cellar spider species 
Lacey Campbell* (Miami University) Ann Rypstra 
 
As urbanization continues to fragment and degrade habitats, populations of many species are threatened. 
However, while some species decline, others become more successful and even become invasive. Thus, 
there is a need to determine which behaviors enable some species to have a competitive advantage in these 
human-dominated environments. The cellar spider, Pholcus manueli, has recently expanded its range and 
appears to have displaced some populations of Pholcus phalangioides in southwestern Ohio. My research 
focused on the question of whether the success of P. manueli is due to its competitive behaviors or its ability 
to become established in a new area. To this end, I staged interspecific contests over space—either an empty 
web site or a web site occupied by a web of one species. The two species exhibited behavioral differences 
during the trials, and some of those behavioral differences are related to the outcome of the contest (either a 
P. phalangioides win or a tie). For example, when P. phalangioides spars at and grapples P. manueli during 
contests, P. phalangioides is more likely to win. My results are surprising in that the more newly invading 
species, P. manueli, did not win the contests as predicted. Clearly the success of the new invader is not due to 
its ability to take over webs or web sites from the previously dominant resident species. Perhaps some 
behavioral differences between these closely related congeners contribute to other tactics that allow P. 
manueli to be successful in anthropogenic habitats. 

3:15 The Evolution of Sexual Isolation in the Seed Beetle Callosobruchus maculatus (Coleoptera: 
Chrysomelidae) 
Meg Dickson* (University of Notre Dame) Glen Hood, Meredith Doellman, Scott Egan, Wendy Liu, 



Ryanne Dymek, Frank Messina, Jeffrey Feder 
 
Ecological speciation is a process by which barriers to gene flow evolve between populations due to ecological 
divergent selection between environments. One specific type of isolating barrier, sexual isolation, reduces the 
rate of copulation between diverging populations during secondary contact. In many taxa, the evolution of 
sexual selection is rapid. However, without knowing when diverged lineages initially split, knowing how rapid is 
difficult. Examples of sexual isolation are prominent among plant-feeding insect specialists. To better 
understand the rate and pace of the evolution of sexual isolation we conducted experiments using the seed 
beetle, Callosobruchus maculatus (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae), a specialist of dried legumes. We have 
artificially induced a host shift from the ancestral mung to three separate lentil populations that were then 
reared for approximately 100 generations. We performed crosses between each line and itself as a control, 
each lentil line with the ancestral mung line to measure degree of sexual isolation, and each lentil line with the 
other lentil lines to determine the potentially different developmental rates of sexual isolation. We measured a 
suite of response variables including (1) presence of copulation, (2) time to copulation, (3) time spent 
copulating, (4) length of the first copulation and (5) length of the longest copulation. Initial results suggest that 
sexual isolation may be evolving between host-associated C. maculatus lines, and that it may be evolving 
convergently. 
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10:30 A Multivariate Approach to Detecting Wild Cryptic Tomato Species in the Atacama Desert 
Andy Raduski* (University of Illinois at Chicago), Boris Igic 
 
Cataloguing the number of species and understanding the processes that have produced them remain among 
the major goals of biology. Biological diversity may be underestimated due to the presence of cryptic species. 
Common criteria for delimiting species almost invariably involve some combination of: (i) morphological 
distinctness, (ii) genetic relationships, and (iii) reproductive isolation. A thorough way of identifying new 
species is to collect data relating to these three criteria and evaluate putative species according to multiple 
species definitions. Here we infer the presence of a currently undescribed cryptic plant species. This inference 
is based on a thorough analysis of morphological variation, massively parallel sequencing data, and 
greenhouse crossing experiments. Specifically, we find southern populations of a wild tomato species are 
geographically, morphologically, phylogenetically, and reproductively distinct from other populations.  The 
putative new species is found at the southern range limit of all tomato species.  

10:45 Dense admixture mapping reveals fine population structure among two effectively asexual 
groups formed between ecological species 
Ben Clifford* (University of Notre Dame) Michaël C. Fontaine, Jacqueline Lopez, Michael E. Pfrender 
 
Speciation among diverging populations can be aided by reduced reproductive viability amongst intercrossed 
hybrids, with the reduction to hybridized introgression serving as a barrier to interspecies gene flow. Incipient 
ecological species of cyclically-parthenogenic waterfleas Daphnia pulicaria¬ and D. pulex—inhabitants of 
lakes and vernal ponds, respectively—regularly cross in nature to produce admixed lineages of effectively 
obligate parthenogens. As diapausing parthenogens, Daphnia that do not outcross sexually may nonetheless 
expand and persist indeterminately as clonal lineages. We use Restriction-site Associated DNA (RAD)-
Sequencing to uncover thousands of novel variants and reveal population structure underlying: i. both parent 
groups; ii. putative D. pulex × pulicaria hybrids, and; iii. putatively admixed lineages of D. pulex with 
suppressed female meiosis. The intermediate groups show clear regions of elevated heterozygosity, most 
notably at markers shown to be nearly fixed across parent groups. We apply advanced admixture mapping to 
show that D. pulex × pulicaria hybrids cluster distinctly between the ecological species, while lineages of D. 



pulex with suppressed female meiosis show strong evidence of some linkage groups introgressed from D. 
pulicaria. These analyses suggest that particular genomic configurations of admixture characterize each 
group. Examining admixture among hybridizing species can reveal patterns and constraints to how genomes 
combine, and in this case, how they confer phenotypic fitness and sexual viability differentially in the wild. 

11:00 Divergent genital morphology and patterns of introgression in hybridizing Enallagma damselflies 
Alex Barnard* (University of Oklahoma), Mark McPeek, Ola Fincke, J.P. Masly 
 
Species that hybridize in nature can deepen our understanding of how reproductive isolation (RI) evolves to 
give rise to new species, by helping identify reproductive isolating mechanisms important during early stages 
of the speciation process.   In Enallagma damselflies, coevolved male and female reproductive structures 
show striking divergence in shape and size, and these structural differences contribute to premating RI 
between species.  However, two North American species, E. anna and E. carunculatum, hybridize in nature 
despite considerable differences in their genital morphology.  We take advantage of the natural admixture in 
this population to identify the genomic regions that either are, or are not, frequently exchanged between these 
two species.  The goal of these experiments is to identify whether the less frequently introgressed regions are 
associated with species-specific differences in genital morphology.  We use 3D morphometric techniques to 
quantify and compare the shapes of male secondary genitalia from both parental species and several 
interspecific backcross hybrid genotypes, and complement the morphometric data using AFLP genotyping to 
examine the association between morphology and introgression at specific markers.  These results will 
facilitate a finer-scale mapping study to characterize the genetics of rapid genital evolution using laboratory-
reared individuals, which will enable us to determine whether divergence in genital morphologies has driven 
speciation in this group.   

11:15 Genomic interplay of eclosion timing and latitudinal variation on host race differences in 
Rhagoletis pomonella 
Meredith Doellman* (University of Notre Dame) Peter Meyers, Scott Egan, Greg Ragland, Glen Hood, 
Jeffrey Feder 
 
Rhagoletis pomonella, the apple maggot fly, is a classic example of speciation with gene flow. Following the 
introduction of the apple tree (Malus domestica), a host shift from the native hawthorn (Crataegus spp.) 
occurred, resulting in the formation of R. pomonella apple and haw host races. Previous research has shown 
that, despite low levels of gene flow, these races differ significantly in allele frequencies, host odor preference, 
and eclosion/diapause timing, mirroring the fruiting phenology of their respective host plants. In addition to 
differences between host species, fruiting phenology also varies substantially across latitude, within host 
species. Thus, we predict that genetic variation, specifically that associated with eclosion timing in the R. 
pomonella host races, should vary across latitude, as well. Here we use SNPs generated from RAD-seq data 
to examine geographic patterns of genetic variation within and between host races. We show that allele 
frequencies for both apple and haw races of R. pomonella are highly correlated with latitude. In addition, the 
north-south cline in allele frequencies within the haw race strongly predicts allele frequency differences 
between apple and haw races, suggesting that the host shift from haw to apple produced a shift toward 
“southern” allele frequencies. These results could have important implications for understanding genetic 
variation underlying key traits in the differentiation of R. pomonella apple and haw host races.  

11:30 Host-associated divergence in parasitoids of the gall midge Asteromyia carbonifera 
Jeff Howell* (Wright State University) 
 
Among the greatest puzzles in evolutionary biology are the series of ecological and behavioral processes that 
promote adaptive radiation: when one species rapidly diverges into multiple descendants due to ecological 
selective pressures. Selective pressures from natural enemies have the potential to drive such radiations, as 
has been suggested in the diversification of the goldenrod gall-midge, Asteromyia carbonifera. This complex, 
multitrophic system involves the diverging gall midges, their host-plants (Solidago sp.), and a suite of 
parasitoid enemies in the diverse hymenopteran superfamily, Chalcidoidea. There is evidence that the midge 
is undergoing host-associated differentiation (HAD), in which it is rapidly diversifying into genetically distinct 
races on different Solidago host-plants in sympatry. Because the wasps may use host plant cues to locate the 



midges, they may drive midges to shift to new host plants, facilitating population divergence. Subsequently, 
the wasps may eventually colonize the midges on these novel plants and undergo HAD themselves, in a 
cascading process. Using a combination of mitochondrial (COI) and nuclear DNA (ITS), in conjunction with 
other previously published work, we have found evidence of host-associated divergence in parasitoids of the 
gall midge by the formation of host-plant associated genetic clusters in the phylogeny. These data, coupled 
with behavioral response data to olfactory cues, provide some insight as to how interactions between plants, 
herbivores, and parasitoids drive insect diversification and shape ecological communities.  

 

Ecosystems & Global Change II – WH 004 
 

10:30 Temporal Shifts in Emergence Patterns of Lady Beetles Imposed by Climate Change 
Anita Lynn Schaefer* (Miami University) Kaitlin U. Campbell, Thomas O. Crist 
 
Lady beetles (Coccinellids) are biological control agents of aphids on crops and therefore provide important 
ecosystem services to agriculture. A growing body of evidence shows that greater species diversity increases 
ecosystem function. For coccinellids, each species differs in their level of suppression on alternative insect 
prey and in their responses to changing environments. A decrease in diversity of coccinellids could reduce 
their effectiveness as ecosystem service providers in agricultural landscapes.  
Coccinellid species are declining, potentially due to climate change. Historical studies of other insects have 
shown a strong link between earlier spring emergence and warming climate; however, coccinellids overwinter 
at the soil layer and may be influenced by decreasing periods of snow cover, thereby emerging later due to 
less insulation from the cold. I propose to test the following hypothesis to explain changes in emergence times 
of coccinellids over decadal time scales: Climate change has altered emergence times of coccinellid species 
through its effects on spring and winter temperatures and snow cover patterns. 
If the emergence trend is consistent with changes in spring and winter temperatures or snow cover, then this 
would provide support for the hypothesis. I will use gridded climate data and GIS to test climate factors 
including precipitation, temperature, number of snow covered days, and growing degree days. The results will 
have implications for understanding how climate change influences the distribution and abundance of 
coccinellids in the agroecosystems. 

10:45 The function of nutrients in woody biomass: insights from a sapling defoliation experiment in a 
Panamanian tropical forest 
Katie Heineman* (University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign) James Dalling 
 
The availability of soil nutrients limits plant growth in tropical forests. Given the scarcity of soil resources, trees 
in tropical forests should be under selection to store nutrients for periods when nutrient demand exceeds 
supply. However, little is known about the capacity of trees to remobilize nutrients from woody biomass in 
tropical forests, despite wood sequestering a large proportion of bioavailable nutrients in tropical ecosystems. 
We evaluated N and P remobilization from woody biomass via experimental defoliation of saplings from four 
widely distributed genera of tropical trees in Panama. Focal saplings were sampled in high and low fertility 
habitats in montane and lowland forests to maximize contrast in the availability and identity of limiting 
nutrients.  N and P concentrations of stem wood were measured before defoliation and after subsequent re-
foliation response to calculate wood remobilization. Wood P concentrations declined after refoliation at both 
elevations, and the proportion of wood P remobilized was greater on low fertility compared to high fertility 
sites. In contrast, significant N remobilization was restricted to the low fertility montane site, where nitrogen is 
most likely to limit plant growth. These findings indicate that a significant fraction of N and P in woody biomass 
is can be remobilized in response to asymmetry in nutrient supply and demand. Variation in species 
responses to defoliation suggests that nutrient co-limitation in tropical forests may be driven by functional 
differences among taxa in resource acquisition and allocation 

11:00 Using a whole-lake ecosystem manipulation experiment to test the impact of increased 
terrestrially-derived dissolved organic matter on zooplankton production 
Patrick Kelly* (University of Notre Dame) Patrick Kelly, Nicola Craig, Christopher Solomon, Brian Weidel, 
Jake Zwart, Stuart Jones 
 



Terrestrially-derived dissolved organic matter (DOM) dominates inland carbon pools and is considered a 
master variable in lakes.  The observed trend of increasing DOM concentration in lakes across the northern 
hemisphere has amplified the importance of understanding how consumer productivity varies with DOM 
concentrations. Recent evidence from lake surveys suggests that increased DOM may reduce zooplankton 
productivity in lakes due to impacts of terrestrial organic matter (t-OM) on resource quality and/or a reduction 
in suitable habitat. Although these spatial lake surveys have provided useful information on how lake food 
webs may respond to increases in t-OM, they may not represent an ideal replacement for determining how 
specific lake consumers may respond to such changes through time.  We used a whole-lake manipulation 
experiment to observe how zooplankton biomass and production change in response to an increase in t-OM 
(from 7 – 11 mg L-1) in one basin of a separated lake. Despite predictions based on the spatial lake surveys, 
zooplankton production increased in the treatment basin relative to the reference basin. Using structural 
equation modeling, we identified water temperature and resource quality as potential drivers of this change, 
mediated by climate and the DOM treatment. These results, in concert with results from the lake surveys, 
suggest a complicated relationship between DOM concentration and lake food web productivity. 

11:15 The frequency of water stress among ants in northwestern Ohio 
Haley Ingram* (Bowling Green State University), Jamie Becker, Nadeja Mirochnitchenko, Kevin 
McCluney 
 
Background/Methods: 
The northwest corridor of Ohio encompassing Toledo, Bowling Green, and the Oak Openings region is one of 
the most diverse regions in the state and one of the most disturbed.  Agriculture and urbanization continue to 
alter the geography and ecology of the region.  One unexplored factor is whether or not urbanization might 
lead to animal water stress in this cool mesic region of the US.  
 
We compared the frequency of ant water limitation behavior to that of other arthropods across a gradient of 
urbanization in NW Ohio by repeatedly observing wet and dry water pillows (pouches filled with a hydrated 
polymer to provide moisture to arthropods).  Soil moisture was collected at the time of pillow placement.  
Subjects were photographed, recorded, and later classified based on dichotomous keys.  Samples took place 
at regular intervals between June and August 2013.   
 
Conclusions/Results: 
We found that ants were present on wet pillows an average of 8% of sampling dates versus 3% on dry pillows, 
suggesting the existence of water stress behavior among ants in this cool, mesic region.  All arthropods were 
found on wet pillows 28% of the time, so roughly 38% of the water stress response of all arthropods can be 
attributed to ants alone.  Overall, this suggests that ants of the NW Ohio region are one of the more commonly 
water stressed groups of arthropods.  Considering the major roles ants play in ecosystem structure and 
function, our observation that ants are water stressed in this region could have important implications.   

 

Biodiversity – WH 100 
 

10:30 Species in the florally-variable genus Jaltomata (Solanaceae) are separated by diverse post-
mating reproductive isolating barriers 
Jamie Kostyun* (Indiana University) Leonie C. Moyle 
 
Examining the stage and degree of reproductive barriers among diverging lineages provides insight into 
speciation, including the underlying genetic mechanisms and evolutionary drivers of this process. Although 
species that vary widely in floral morphology are often thought to be primarily separated by pre-mating barriers 
(pollinator isolation), post-mating isolation can also contribute to driving and maintaining divergence between 
these lineages. Here, I examine the strength of 5 post-mating barriers among 10 species of Jaltomata, a South 
American plant genus with remarkable floral diversity. I find that the strength of these barriers varies widely 
among species pairs, ranging from species that exhibit strong post-mating pre-zygotic isolation (pollen-pistil 
barriers) in inter-specific crosses, to those that produce viable F1 hybrids with multiple other species. In 
addition, many barriers are asymmetrical (i.e. depend on the direction of the cross). These data indicate that 



numerous different mechanisms underlie reproductive isolation in this group, providing an excellent 
opportunity to dissect the accumulation of these barriers during speciation, and their connection with floral 
diversification. 

10:45 Arthropods in urban green spaces near Chicago, IL: Evaluating assemblage response to habitat 
factors 
Michael Lordon* (DePaul University) Michael Lordon, Elsa Anderson, Jalene LaMontagne 
 
Biodiversity loss as a result of urbanization is a challenge for conservationists. The effects of urbanization are 
well studied for many taxa, but considering the ecological value of arthropods as a food source and as nutrient 
cyclers, research on urban arthropod assemblages is still lacking. In cities, different types of green space (e.g. 
manicured parks, natural areas) have different conservation and aesthetic goals, and it is unclear whether 
these distinct habitats contain similar arthropod communities.  We investigated the relationship between 
arthropod assemblages captured via sticky traps and a suite of habitat variables in 5 city parks and 10 natural 
forest preserves in Cook County, IL.  We generated the best multiple regression models from 18 habitat and 
weather variables to describe arthropod community abundance and order diversity. The best regression 
models commonly included measures of dead tree abundance, but secondary factors such as weather were 
also included in some models. We then compared assemblages captured in city parks and forest preserves, 
controlling for significant environmental factors. There were not significant differences in abundances of 
common arthropod orders after considering significant regressions. However, four arthropod orders were 
found only in forest preserves, while one order was found only in city parks. Our findings suggest that while 
city parks may be equally suitable habitat for some common arthropod groups, greater arthropod biodiversity 
can be supported more effectively in forest preserve habitats. 

11:00 Responses of litter-dwelling ants (Formicidae) to experimental removals of white-tailed deer 
(Odocoileus virginianus) and Amur honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii) in eastern deciduous forest 
Michael Mahon* (Miami University) Kaitlin Campbell, Thomas Crist 
 
The overabundance of white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) and an invasive shrub, Amur Honeysuckle 
(Lonicera maackii) have strong effects on ecosystem processes in the eastern deciduous forest of North 
America. The impacts of deer and honeysuckle on forest understory plant communities are well known, but 
few studies have examined how they alter litter-dwelling invertebrates and soils. Ants (Formicidae), in 
particular, play key functional roles in forest ecosystems, acting as ecosystem engineers, predators, and seed 
dispersers. Changes to ant abundance and richness can have cascading effects on various ecosystem 
processes. We examined how the ant community responded to long-term deer exclosure and honeysuckle 
removal in remnant deciduous forest of southwestern Ohio. Ant species richness, composition, and 
abundance as well as leaf litter biomass were sampled and analyzed from five deer 20x20-m exclosures 
paired with control plots, each with a split-plot removal of honeysuckle from 2011 to 2014. We found a 
negative effect of deer presence on leaf litter biomass. In addition to this, ant richness and abundance were 
positively correlated with leaf litter biomass. There appeared to be no effect of honeysuckle on ant richness 
and abundance. These results provide evidence that deer overabundance has local negative impacts on 
biodiversity of leaf litter ant communities, which, in turn, may have cascading effects on forest ecosystem 
functioning. 

11:15 Canopy height and litter-derived spore sources affect both composition and function of tropical 
endophyte communities 
Natalie Christian* (Indiana University) Edward Allen Herre, Luis C. Mejia, Keith Clay 
 
Foliar endophytic fungi (FEF) are environmentally-acquired symbionts, whose diverse communities reside 
cryptically within healthy photosynthetic tissue of all plant species sampled to date. A critical question in both 
FEF ecology and broader ecological theory is how communities assemble - does species assemblage occur 
randomly, or do abiotic and biotic factors drive community composition? Moreover, does community assembly 
of FEF carry functional repercussions for their hosts? We hypothesized that canopy height and leaf litter would 
influence FEF community assembly, and that hosts with different FEF communities would vary in their 
resistance to pathogen infection. We manipulated litter exposure and canopy height of Theobroma cacao 
seedlings and used fungal culturing and sequencing techniques to compare their FEF communities. 



Subsequently, we inoculated seedlings with a common pathogen (Phytophthora sp.) and compared damage 
across treatments. Both litter and canopy height significantly affected the community structure of FEF 
inhabiting plant tissue. Plants in the upper canopy were the least colonized by FEF. Plants without litter were 
colonized by a greater number and diversity of FEF than litter-treated seedlings. We also found that seedlings 
treated with T. cacao litter were the most resistant to Phytophthora infection. Our results provide novel insight 
into the early stages of FEF community assembly and suggest that litter derived, host-specific endophytes are 
the most effective at reducing pathogen infection, which has implications in both ecology and agriculture. 

11:30 Exploring the genetic diversity of mutualistic arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi 
Geoffrey House* (Indiana University) S. Ekanayake, James D. Bever 
 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi form mutualisms with plant roots and can strongly influence not only 
individual plant growth but also plant community composition, especially in grasslands. However AM fungi are 
difficult to accurately identify based on DNA from environmental samples because they have a large amount of 
genetic variation within different species and even within individual cells. Here we used a novel 
multidimensional scaling method to directly visualize in three-dimensions the range of intraspecific DNA 
sequence variation in known species of AM fungi. We then used the visualizations to explore how the range of 
intraspecific sequence variation within AM fungal species is split into different operational taxonomic units 
(OTUs) meant to approximate species-level differences by three different commonly used sequence clustering 
programs. We found that greedy-clustering algorithms (AbundantOTU and UPARSE) gave fewer OTUs that 
corresponded more closely with the actual intraspecific sequence variation compared to hierarchical clustering 
algorithms (mothur). Additionally, although many morphologically-defined species were represented by DNA 
sequences that were more similar to each other than to sequences from other species, this was not the case 
for two morphologically distinct species in the genus Claroideoglomus. Finally we will evaluate the extent to 
which metrics of genetic diversity within species of AM fungi are phylogenetically conserved. These results 
can inform strategies to more reliably identify different AM fungal species from environmental samples. 
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10:30 The co-option of an ancestral Hox regulated network underlies the development of a recently 
evolved morphological novelty 
William Glassford* (University of Pittsburgh), Winslow Johnson, Natalie Dall, Yang Liu, Werner Boll, 
Markus Noll, Mark Rebeiz 
 
How the developmental networks underlying novel structures are built is an outstanding question in the field of 
the evolution of development. Developmental networks are responsible for orchestrating thousands of gene 
expression decisions; assembling such networks piece by piece is thought to be implausible. Previous studies 
have implicated the co-option of pre-existing networks as a potential mechanism; however, it is difficult to 
examine core predictions about regulatory DNA during a co-option event in existing models. We study the 
posterior lobe, a genital structure that recently evolved within the Drosophila melanogaster clade. Previously, 
only one gene was known to specifically contribute to posterior lobe development, the transcription factor Pox-
neuro (Poxn). We discovered that the regulatory region responsible for activating Poxn in the genitalia is also 
active in a completely unrelated embryonic structure, the posterior spiracle, which connects the larval 
respiratory system with the outer cuticle. The posterior spiracle has served as a model of morphogenesis and 
has a well-characterized developmental network. We observe seven transcription factors, one signaling 
pathway, and three terminal differentiation factors shared between both networks. Further, we identify five 
shared enhancers, narrowing one down to individual transcription factor binding sites. These data present 
strong molecular evidence for the co-option of the posterior spiracle network during the evolution of the 
posterior lobe. 

10:45  Dissecting the novel usage of a signaling pathway during the origination of a novel 
morphological structure 

Sarah J. Smith* (University of Pittsburgh), William J.  Glassford, Winslow C. Johnson, Mark Rebeiz 



 
During development, a vast array of changes in cell shape, movement, and organization are initiated to form 
the complex anatomy of an organism. These diverse changes are often orchestrated by a small number of 
signaling pathways that are deployed in “organizing centers” during tissue morphogenesis. This frequent re-
utilization of signaling pathways implies that organizers repeatedly evolve, a process that is poorly understood. 
To study this problem, we investigated an organizing center that patterns a newly evolved anatomical structure 
present in the genitalia of male fruit flies, the posterior lobe. The JAK/STAT pathway ligand, unpaired, is 
expressed in a novel pattern that is temporally expanded in species that develop a posterior lobe. To 
determine how unpaired evolved, we identified enhancers within the unpaired locus that spans 90kb, and 
contains 3 paralogous ligands (upd/os,  upd2, and upd3). One enhancer drives an early wave of gene 
expression similar to the early pattern of upd we observe in both lobed and non-lobed species. The second 
enhancer drives a later wave of gene expression, which recapitulates the timing of upd in species that develop 
a posterior lobe. This second enhancer is also capable of driving gene expression in the organizing center of 
the eye and wing imaginal discs, indicating that it may be an ancestral enhancer that has been co-opted into 
the posterior lobe. Together, this data provides insights into the complex paths by which signaling pathways 
can evolve a new organizing center. 

11:00 RNA-seq analysis across pregnancy of the viviparous cockroach, Diploptera punctate 
Emily Jennings* (University of Cincinnati), Jacob M. Hendershot, Jose M. C. Ribeiro, Joshua B. Benoit 
 
Viviparous reproduction is characterized by maternal retention of developing progeny inside of her 
reproductive tract during gestation, resulting in live birth.  In select species, a mother will provide developing 
progeny with nutrition beyond that initially present in the egg; this is known as matrotrophic viviparity.  
Although this type of reproduction is often associated with mammals, it is occasionally observed in 
invertebrates such as Diploptera punctata.  D.  punctata mothers house developing progeny within the 
placenta-like brood sac for the duration of pregnancy.  During this period, the brood sac epithelium secretes a 
nutritive milk-like fluid that is consumed by embryos.  Very little is known about the underlying molecular 
mechanisms of this process.  This study utilizes RNA-seq analysis to characterize transcriptional changes 
associated with D.  punctata pregnancy.  Following de novo contig assembly, comparison of stages of 
pregnancy (mated but not pregnant, pre-lactation, early lactation, late lactation) revealed contigs that are 
differentially expressed across the female reproductive cycle.  We noted that 434 contigs decreased by five-
fold or greater in lactating females.  A comparable number of contigs (350) are increased by more than five-
fold during the lactation stage of pregnancy in D.  punctata.  This increased group includes previously 
identified milk genes, which are expressed up to 4000 fold higher during lactation.   Further examination of 
differentially expressed contigs will likely reveal novel underlying mechanisms of D.  punctata pregnancy. 

11:15 How to Know Where to Grow: The Evolution and Development of Horn Positioning in 
Onthophagus Beetles 
Hannah Busey* (Indiana University), Armin Moczek 
 
Understanding the processes that govern the origin and diversification of novel traits is of critical importance in 
evolutionary biology. Beetle horns constitute an evolutionary novelty whose function as a weapon in male 
competition is critically dependent on proper positioning. In Onthophagus, head horns exhibit extreme diversity 
in shapes and size but are almost always positioned along a posterior ridge near the back of the head. 
Anterior horn positions exist but are rare. Here we investigate the developmental basis of both posterior and 
anterior horn positions. Specifically, we test the hypothesis that horn positioning utilized pre-existing 
segmental boundaries already established during basic embryonic or larval development in beetles, or 
alternatively, utilizes a novel position machinery evolved specifically for horn formation. To do so we generate 
the first fate map relating larval head morphology to that of adults. We find that posterior head horns are 
positioned along a boundary between the clypeolabral and ocular segments which is established during 
embryonic development. The availability of this pre-existing coordinate system may have both facilitated and 
biased head horn evolution and may explain why head horns may be diverse in shape and size but limited in 
placement to a particular region of the dorsal head. In contrast, we are unable to relate anterior head horn 
positioning to any boundaries already established in the larval head, suggesting that anterior horns may be 



positioned using a newly evolved mechanism, which in turn may explain their overall rarity. 

 

Invasion Ecology II – WH 111 
 

10:30 Effects of an invasive shrub and emerald ash borer-caused tree mortality on tree seedling 
survival and recruitment in Ohio deciduous forests 
Brian Hoven* (Miami University), David Gorchov, Kathleen Knight, Valerie Peters 
 
Emerald ash borer (EAB), Agrilus planipennis, may cause extensive changes to forest community composition 
in North America. Canopy ash (Fraxinus spp.) trees succumb to EAB in 1-4 years, with effects on understory 
light likely mediated by sub-canopy tree cover. We hypothesize that the effects of ash mortality on tree 
seedling recruitment and survival are influenced by sub-canopy cover and abundance of the invasive shrub 
Lonicera maackii. 
 
We censused 24 sites, representing a time range since EAB infestation throughout western Ohio. We 
investigated effects of weighted ash condition, sub-canopy BA, and L. maackii BA on tree seedling recruitment 
and survival using linear mixed models and Akaike’s Information Criterion for model evaluation. Response 
variables were seedling survival 2012-2014 and annual (2013, 2014) recruitment of shade intolerant, 
intermediate, shade intolerant, and total seedlings. Eight of the 24 sites without L. maackii were dropped from 
these analyses. 
 
Weighted ash condition and L. maackii BA were the best predictors for total recruits and the number of 
intolerant seedlings recruited; fewer occurred in plots with greater L. maackii basal area and healthier ash 
trees. The best predictor for shade tolerant seedling recruitment was L. maackii BA, with fewer in plots with 
larger shrubs. Sub-canopy BA and L. maackii BA were the best predictors for recruitment of seedlings of 
intermediate shade tolerance; plots with less sub-canopy and larger shrubs had fewer. Survival of seedlings 
was best predicted by L. maackii BA; plots with larger shrubs had lower survival. 

10:45 The Good, the Bad and the Ugly: Invasive Asian Carp in Large Southeastern Reservoirs 
Ben Tumolo* (Murray State University), Michael Flinn 
 
Silver Carp (Hypophthalmichthys molitrix) have established populations throughout the Midwestern U.S and 
populations in Kentucky Lake have increased rapidly within the past decade. This project aims to understand 
potential impacts of Silver Carp on reservoir primary productivity. Diet analysis was conducted on Silver Carp 
from Kentucky Lake to determine system specific trophic levels. Limnological data including primary 
production from the Kentucky Lake Long Term Monitoring Program (KLMP) was analyzed both temporally and 
spatially with nonmetric multi-dimensional scaling (NMDS). Primary production was compared pre (1990-2004) 
and post invasion (2005-2013). Spatial analysis of primary production compared contrasting reservoir habitats 
(e.g. embayment and main channel). To date, overall NMDS results show overlap between primary production 
pre-and-post invasion along with high intrasite variability, making it difficult to detect changes. However, some 
patterns show important differences in primary productivity post invasion and are being analyzed further. 
Whether the recent invasion of Silver Carp is negatively impacting Kentucky Lake is not yet clear. Future 
analyses will focus on measuring the differences in variability of primary production based on these periods. In 
addition we will shift our focus to investigate ecologically limiting factors of primary production in Kentucky 
Lake (e.g. reservoir hydrology and nutrient levels). Investigating long term trends in the Kentucky Lake 
ecosystem is important to understanding the invasion ecology of Silver Carp.  

11:00 Effect of Non-native Cavity Nesting Birds on Red-Headed Woodpeckers 
Kattie Morris* (DePaul University) 
 
Red-headed woodpeckers (Melanerpes erythrocephalus; RHWO) are a species in rapid decline throughout 
their range. The decline of RHWO has been attributed to two primary drivers: habitat loss and competition.  
European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris; EUST), an aggressive non-native species, have been proposed as a 
contributor to the decline of this once-common species – attributed to competition between the species for 
nest cavities. Using a combination of camera monitoring and historical survey analysis, the relationship 



between these species was investigated within the region of Cook County, IL – a region where RHWO exhibit 
disparate migratory patterns.  Trail cameras were positioned at RHWO nest sites overwinter through spring; 
footage was monitored for species utilizing the nest, any species occurring within 3m of the nest, and any 
interactions that occur between individuals. Nine species were recorded at nest sites located within forest 
preserves, and five species were recorded at nest sites located in public parks. EUSTs were not encountered 
at forest preserve sites until spring, but were present throughout the monitoring season in parks. No 
interactions between starlings and RHWOs were recorded.  Analysis of the Breeding Bird Survey, Christmas 
Bird Count, and Illinois Spring Bird Count similarly showed no strong correlation between EUST and RHWO 
populations in the Cook County area, suggesting that starlings have not had a strong impact on this species. 

11:15 Invasive shrub flowers alter pollination services provided by native bee communities in 
agricultural landscapes 
Mike Cunningham-Minnick* (Miami University), Valerie E. Peters, Thomas O. Crist 
 
Bee diversity is decreasing due to habitat loss and agricultural intensification, with potential losses of 
ecosystem services. Invasive plants also reduce bee diversity by displacing host plants of bees. Amur 
honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii) is an invasive shrub with nectar-rich flowers found in dense populations along 
edges of forest remnants adjacent to agricultural fields. To evaluate the impact of L. maackii floral resources 
on bee communities and pollination services, we manipulated honeysuckle flower abundance and measured 
bee community responses and pollination success using sentinel plants. In spring of 2013 and 2014, 
honeysuckle flower buds were removed (treatment) from shrubs along forest edges and compared with 
adjacent controls in a paired-plot design and replicated in five forest patches in southern Ohio and Indiana. 
Pan traps and obligatory outcrossing cucumber (Cucumis sativus) sentinel plants were placed in adjacent 
agricultural fields at distance classes up to 200m from the forest edge to sample the bee community and 
measure pollination services, respectively. In 2013, pan traps sampled 1058 bees, resulting in a 7% increase 
in bee abundance with floral removal treatment in addition to increased fruit set and seed set at distances near 
the forest edge. In 2014, 465 bees were sampled and removal plots exhibited a 35% increase in bee 
abundance (χ2 = 9.46, p<0.005), but a decrease in seed set across all distance classes. These data highlight 
the intricate interactions between dominant invasive floral resources, bee community assemblages, and 
pollination services. 

11:30 Ash tree (Fraxinus spp.) seedling dynamics in Northwest Ohio 
Rachel Kappler* (Bowling Green State University), KS Knight, KV Root 
 
The introduction of emerald ash borer beetle (Agrilus planipennis, EAB)  in northwest Ohio has killed 
approximately 99% of the mature ash trees leaving only ash seedlings and saplings too small to infest. This 
EAB population has gone through a boom and bust period, with numbers currently at steady low densities. 
Changes is ash dynamics will also influence the EAB population. The purpose of this study was to identify 
changes in ash seedlings over time. We monitored ash seedlings in 14 northwest Ohio sites.  Each site had 
three monitoring plots that were 400m2, with 4m2 subplots placed in each cardinal direction. In these subplots 
ash seedlings were counted and separated into categories of “new” or “established” based on the presence or 
absence of cotyledons. The number of new seedlings found between 2008-20014 has remained lower than 
our initial 2005 survey, with no differences found based on soil moisture levels. Over time sites varied from 0-
15 new seedlings per site (0-12,500 seedling/ha); except for an increase in 2009/2010 at Goll Woods State 
Nature Preserve, an old-growth forest. The number of established seedlings remained relatively steady over 
time. Established seedlings were significantly different (p = 0.001) based on soil moisture (hydric or mesic); 
wetter areas had a higher average number of established seedlings. Over time sites varied from 0-115 
established seedlings per site (0-95,800 seedlings/ha). Monitoring ash seedlings allows us to track the 
ecological recovery of ash, which provides insight into the kind of forest dynamics we may see in the future. 
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10:30 Sublethal effects of a neonicotinoid on a natural enemy of filth flies 
Ted Burgess* (Northern Illinois University) Bethia King 
 
One aspect of many insects’ environment is human-applied toxins, i.e., pesticides. Pesticides may impact 
fitness, and thus selection and the composition of insect communities, not only by direct lethal effects but also 
by sublethal effects. The neonicotinoid class of pesticides was originally welcomed for their lower toxicity to 
mammals; but there is growing concern about their negative impacts on non-target beneficial species. 
Spalangia endius is a small wasp that parasitizes the pupal stage of some pest flies, such as the house fly, 
Musca domestica. Neonicotinoids are effective against pest flies, but how they impact natural enemies of 
these flies, such as parasitic wasps, is little known. This study examined the effect of the neonicotinoid 
imidacloprid on life span, sex ratio, percent parasitization, and how well a female could find house fly pupae 
buried in substrate. Treatments were a high dose of the neonicotinoid (an LC50 exposure), a low dose (an 
LC10 exposure), a solvent-only control and a clean control. Only high dose showed any effect, and this dose 
was less than what is generally recommended to control pest flies. Significantly fewer wasps and more flies 
emerged from pupae exposed to the high dose than from the other treatments. In contrast, the treatments did 
not differ significantly in sex ratio, in life span or in the number of flies or wasps that emerged when pupae had 
been buried. These results raise concern about the impact of neonicotinoids on natural enemies, including 
species that themselves help control pests. 

10:45 Analysis of the Relationship between Bat Pass Frequency and Light Pollution in Northeastern 
Ohio  
Stefanie Hudzik* (Youngstown State University) 
 
Northeastern Ohio bats are important in maintaining insect populations, thus minimizing crop damage and 
disease spread. However, with bat populations decreasing due to factors such as habitat loss and White Nose 
Syndrome, a complete understanding of anthropogenic disturbance at known bat habitat is essential for 
conservation efforts.  Light pollution, as an indicator of bat habitat quality, has been historically neglected.  
Recent studies have shown that the presence of light pollution can alter the behavior of nocturnal species, 
including bats, which can lead to decreased biodiversity and increased competition.  The goal of this thesis 
research, therefore, is to analyze the relationship between light pollution levels and bat activity. 
 
The field site in Portage County, Ohio, contains forest and wetland habitat transected by a bike trail; however, 
the property is fragmented from nearby habitat due to the presence of a university campus and residential 
neighborhoods.  In summer 2014, preliminary acoustic sampling along the bike trail revealed the presence of a 
low-frequency bat population at the site, while preliminary light sampling displayed a variation in light pollution 
intensities across the site.  The spring-summer 2015 field season will include additional sampling for light 
pollution levels across the property under different moon phases and seasonal vegetation density in addition 
to a bat activity count (measured in bat passes) at pre-determined locations with normal and added light 
conditions. 

11:00 Short-term effects of a prescribed burn on butterfly abundance and diversity in a restored 
northeastern Ohio prairie 
Tricia Bohls* (Hiram College) Maci T. Nelson, Kailey N. Cooper, Jennifer M. Clark 
 
Prescribed burns are a common management technique used across the globe and are often used to control 
encroaching vegetation in prairie systems. However, fire can have variable effects on butterflies and is 
generally linked to disruption of reproductive cycles and host plant use.  This study was conducted to 
determine the effects of a prescribed burn on adult butterflies within a short time scale (3 months post-burn). 
Surveys were conducted in July 2013 (prior to the burn), and July 2014 (following the burn) using a 
combination of plot and transect surveys. Overall, both total abundance (2013: 8.75 ± 2.32 [mean ± 1SE], 
2014: 3.75 ± 0.25, ANOVA, P = 0.0761) and species richness (2013: 2.75 ± 0.25, 2014: 3.5 ± 0.28, ANOVA, P 
= 0.0972) declined significantly following the prescribed burn. Responses, however, were species-specific with 
three major outcomes:  1.) some species detected in the summer prior to the burn but not following, 2.) some 
species detected during the summer following the burn but not prior to, and 3.) some species found during 



both years. Great spangled fritillaries, orange/clouded sulphurs, and cabbage whites, all common generalist 
species were not detected during surveys following the burn. These four common species were, however, 
detected in the control plot and during transect surveys.  Although not all butterflies were negatively affected, 
fire did adversely impact the community as a whole. As insect pollinators continue to decline, prairie managers 
should consider using alternative methods such as haying and grazing when possible. 

11:15 Special Delivery!: Quantifying the Distance that Assorted Solitary Bee Genera Move Pollen in a 
Fragmented Prairie Plant Population 
Alison Bewley* (Wittenberg University) , Jennifer L. Ison 
 
There is less than 1% of the pre-European settlement tallgrass prairie in existence and the remaining habitat 
consists of small isolated plant populations. These small populations are at risk of extinction due to a variety of 
ecological and genetic consequences. We study a native self-incompatible common prairie perennial, 
Echinacea angustifolia, to determine the risk of extinction in native prairie plant populations. There are 26 key 
insect pollinators that visit E. angustifolia and previous research has shown that these pollinators vary in their 
effectiveness (i.e. their ability to cause seed formation). However, in small fragmented populations, the 
distance and genetic diversity of the pollen transported can also play an important role in population 
persistence. We are interested in examining how these pollinator taxa differ in the distance the pollen grains 
travel between E. angustifolia plants within a population. Additionally, we are investigating if certain pollinator 
taxa carry pollen from a different number of pollen donors. We performed paternity analyses using 10 
microsatellite loci on 117 offspring that resulted from pollen transfer from 1 of 5 main pollinator taxa to 
determine on average how far these pollinator taxa move pollen grains in small fragmented populations. 
These results will increase our understanding of how non-continuous biological communities function in order 
to enact more efficient conservation and restoration efforts in these vulnerable habitats. 
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10:30 Meteorological Factors Affecting Chimney Swift Roost Entrance Timing During Fall Migration  
Robert Link* (Xavier University), Jack Albers, Jessie Wolfe, Lucas Beven, Teigen Young, Mike Patton, 
George Farnsworth 
 
Chimney Swifts (Chaetura pelagica) are diurnal birds that breed in North America in the summer and migrate 
to South America during the winter. During fall migration, Chimney Swifts congregate in communal roosts 
each evening.  Often large flocks use industrial chimneys of old buildings in urban settings. The purpose of 
this study was to determine what specific environmental factors affect the timing of roosting behavior at one of 
these sites in Cincinnati, OH.  We used video recordings every evening to monitor swifts roosting in a large old 
chimney on the campus of Xavier University from the end of August through the first half of October during 
2011, 2013, and 2014. Observation began approximately ten minutes prior to sunset. We recorded the 
number of swifts entering the roost during 30 seconds at 5-minute intervals until all swifts were inside. We 
collected data for meteorological factors such as: temperature, humidity, and rain. Multivariate linear 
regression indicated that Chimney Swifts roosted earlier in the evening as the season progressed. 
Additionally, birds roosted earlier on days that were cooler with high humidity, especially on evenings with rain.  
Chimney Swift populations are declining throughout eastern North America and in Ohio in particular.  These 
large industrial chimneys built in the early part of the 20th Century probably represent an important resource 
for these birds that may be disappearing as older buildings are replaced.  More information about this species 
use of chimneys may be useful to strengthen conservation efforts in the future.  

10:45 Water flow influences the group behavior of zebrafish 
Piyumika Suriyampola* (Indiana University) Delia S. Shelton, Delawrence J. Sykes,  and Emília P. 
Martins 
 
Group formation is a behavioral strategy displayed by the majority of teleost fish at some phase of their life 
cycle. Although many fish species experience a wide fluctuation in water velocity, little is known about how 
these different magnitudes of flow conditions affect the group behavior. Due to monsoon climate, zebrafish 
(Danio rerio) have evolved in habitats that undergo drastic seasonal fluctuations in water velocity. Here, we 



investigated the effects of water flow on zebrafish group behavior in controlled lab conditions and in the field. 
We predict zebrafish will directly respond to the changes in flow conditions, which will be reflected in their 
behavioral responses. Flow condition was an important factor in influencing zebrafish decisions such as group 
cohesion and latency to feed. Zebrafish formed more cohesive groups in the absence of flow and approached 
food faster in flowing water. However, the activity level of zebrafish was not altered by the presence of flow. 
These findings indicate the importance of addressing features of the environment in which these organisms 
exists when attempting to understand the function or evolution of group behavior under laboratory conditions. 
 

11:00 Potential impact of competitor chemical cues on male courtship display in the wolf spider 
Schizocosa ocreata 
Ryan Bell* (The Ohio State University) Ryan Bell, Andrew J. Roberts 
 
In mating systems with monandrous females, gaining first access to receptive females may confer an 
important fitness benefit to males.  This is the case in the brush-legged wolf spider, Schizocosa ocreata, 
where mated females become aggressive to courtship displays of additional males.  Ability to assess local 
density of male competitors may provide an indirect measure of the probability of encountering a virgin female, 
allowing males to allocate their courtship efforts accordingly.  In assessing the presence of other males, 
chemical cues represent a modality in which signals can have a long temporal effect, and under favorable 
conditions may provide chemical history of individuals that have passed through a given area.  Early work on 
S. ocreata pheromones found some evidence of a male inhibitory compound, but behavioral assay tests were 
conducted at concentrations unlikely to be found under natural conditions.  In this study, we observed male 
behavioral responses to varying levels of male cue exposure (0, 1, 2, or 3 hrs) by multiple males, both with 
and without the presence of female cues.  Our findings suggest that any male chemical cues deposited have 
minimal impact at this level of concentration, and do not serve to mask female cues or inhibit response of 
additional males. 

11:15 Territorial fence lizards modify space use in response to intruder male chemical signals 
Stephanie Campos* (Indiana University), Chloe Strauss, Emilia P. Martins 
 
Chemical signals elicit important spatial responses, such as avoidance of alarm signals or attraction to sex 
pheromones. Much of our understanding of how chemical communication influences territorial spatial 
behaviors comes from choice tests conducted in lab or playback assays measuring immediate behavioral 
responses. Here, we use field experiments with two Sceloporus lizard species to ask whether territorial 
resident males modify space use after extended exposure to intruder male chemical signals in natural home 
ranges. Chemical cues were collected from different males daily and then placed in subject male home ranges 
repeatedly for four days. We recorded resident activity, measured the distance between active residents and 
the treatment cue, and replaced cues daily. We found that males in the chemical treatment were more active 
and were in closer proximity to cues than were residents in the control treatment. These results suggest that 
territorial residents modify space use in response to a lingering chemical threat from an intruder male that may 
be unapparent in immediate behavioral response measures. 

11:30 The effects of adult social experiences on mating preferences in a wolf spider 
Brent Stoffer (University of Cincinnatti), George W. Uetz 
 
While females may benefit from being selective when choosing a mate, social experience has been shown to 
result in deviations from typical preferences. Few studies, however, have investigated how multiple factors of 
the social environment (e.g., mate quality and demography) may interact to affect mating preferences. We 
used the brush-legged wolf spider, Schizocosa ocreata, to determine whether their visual preference for males 
with large tufts (foreleg bristles) varies based on social experience. Video playback was used to simulate 
social conditions during the early adult stage (1-6 days post-maturity) to test the effects on subsequent mating 
preferences (day 7 post-maturity) in a 3x2x2 factor design. Females were presented a variable number of 
males (zero, one, or three) that varied in their quality (low or high) for a variable number of encounters (once 
every other day or twice per day). On Day 7, females were presented a small-tufted (low quality) and a large-
tufted (high quality) in a two-choice design. The number of receptivity displays toward each male were 
counted, and a statistical model was used to examine whether the encounter rate, the number of males, or 



male quality best predicted female selectivity. The quality of males that females previously experienced best 
predicted subsequent female selectivity. In particular, females exhibited more receptivity displays towards 
‘familiar’ males. This study demonstrates the importance of the social environment in invertebrate mating 
preferences and promotes studies using multi-factorial experimental designs. 

 


